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ABSTRACT: When a leader orders a subordinate to commit a crime—to kill anything that moves, as at My Lai; to extract information no matter what it takes, as at Abu Ghraib; to execute prisoners of war, as at Biscari—how should the law and a society respond? Often we ignore the leader and blame the “bad apple” subordinate who failed to do the right thing. Or, when a leader is punished, domestic and international criminal law regard them in relation to their subordinate’s offense, either as an accomplice or perhaps a perpetrator; the order simply offers the pathway to rendering the superior a party to the crime. The law says nothing, however, about an entire dimension of wrongdoing that this Article highlights: The illegal order is an abuse of the authority the leader holds over their subordinates, a misuse of control over another, a betrayal of what was supposed to be a relationship of protection, an infliction of suffering on those who—even if they themselves become perpetrators legitimately subject to punishment—are also victims of their leaders’ violation of the duty to ask of them only what is right.

This Article urges a new framing of the illegal order as a wrong by the superior against the subordinate. Focusing on the military, and drawing on fields of knowledge within the law and beyond it, the Article argues that international and domestic law should acknowledge the superior’s order not only as a link to the crimes of the subordinate, but also as an abuse of the superior’s relationship of authority over the subordinate. Explaining that the military obligation of the superior toward the subordinate is both legally founded and
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legally protected, the Article exposes the legal and cultural obsession with the subordinate’s ostensible autonomy as but a convenient distraction, one that relies on traditional (and contested) criminal-law assumptions of individual choice and insistence that no person has obligations to another. Further, scholars’ and practitioners’ accounts of the law of war increasingly acknowledge that soldiers are not mere instruments, but individuals, separate from the state and the superiors they serve. This shift opens the door to this Article’s proposed recognition of the harms subordinates experience when they are ordered to commit a crime.

Global in its reach and immediate in its application, this Article aims to reorient conceptions of the relationship between superior and subordinate, to elucidate how perpetrators of crimes can also suffer injuries by those who exert control over them, and to excavate and upend conventional assumptions about authority and autonomy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

How should the law and a society respond when a leader orders a subordinate to commit a crime?

Two moments bookending the Trump administration provide a glimpse of how we do respond. On the campaign trail in 2016, then-candidate Trump declared that he “would bring back waterboarding and . . . a lot worse than waterboarding.”¹ Then, in the waning days of his presidency, he intimated that he would deploy the military to keep himself in power.² Both times, observers quickly turned to the individuals who would be subject to Trump’s orders and their obligation to disobey. Former CIA director Michael Hayden, for example, seemed to think that the proper response to Trump’s torture threat lay simply and entirely with the subordinates. The “punchline,” as he put it, was that the military would be not merely allowed to disobey an order to torture; it would be “required” to do so.³ Four years later, observers’ reactions were noticeably more sober, but they still were focusing on prospects for disobedience.⁴ Indeed, in the fall of 2020, several attorneys and former military judge advocates created the Orders Project, a standalone nonprofit


organization dedicated to offering service members legal advice in the event the president ordered them to keep him in the White House.5

Neither threat ultimately materialized, as far as is currently known,6 but these still are moments that, this Article urges, demand attention and interrogation. For these are examples that epitomize a fundamental problem in law and in our culture: our repeated and longstanding failure to recognize the full scope of the harm a superior perpetrates when they order their subordinates to commit a crime.7 As this Article explains, an illegal order is not only a test of the subordinate’s strength to resist, and it is not only a pathway to the target crime; it is an independent wrong, one perpetrated on the subordinates who are subject to that order.

Today, when attention turns to war crimes or other atrocities, we often ignore the leader’s transgressions and focus blame on “bad apples” who could have disobeyed the order to commit a crime but failed to do the right thing.8 Or, when the leader is punished, domestic and international criminal law in their current form tie the leader to the crimes their subordinates ultimately commit by calling the leader an accomplice to or a perpetrator of those crimes. And then, even when the law does finally address the leader’s superior rank—by adding a sentencing enhancement for the leader’s use of an esteemed position to commit crime instead of using it to do good—it still ignores the superior’s unique relationship of authority over the subordinate.9 By ascribing responsibility to the leader for the ultimate crime in this way, the law directly equates the wrong of the illegal order with the wrong of the ultimate crime. When the superior orders the subordinate to torture, the superior is responsible for torture; when the superior orders the subordinate to murder, the superior is responsible for murder. The superior is punished


6. As with any presidential administration, information will continue to be disclosed into the future, and revelations since the end of the administration indicate that Trump’s plans to contest the 2020 presidential election are not yet fully known. See Matt Zapotosky, Rosalind S. Helderman, Amy Gardner & Karoun Demirjian, ‘Pure Insanity’: How Trump and His Allies Pressured the Justice Department to Help Overturn the Election, WASH. POST (June 16, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/interactive/2021/trump-justice-department-2020-election/?itid=lk_inline_manual_9 [https://perma.cc/M5FZ-NKQC].

7. This Article uses the term “harm” in the sense of the criminal law’s harm principle, which defines “harm” to include not only the reality of sufficiently serious harm, but also the risk of harm. See 1 JOEL FEINBERG, HARM TO OTHERS: THE MORAL LIMITS OF THE CRIMINAL LAW 11 (1987).

8. See infra notes 40–42 and accompanying text.

9. See infra Section II.A.4.
for creating the reality of that crime occurring, just as would be any ordinary accomplice or perpetrator. The law’s restrictive vision of the superior’s culpability, meanwhile, sets the terms for research in this area as well. Scholars predominantly focus on the legal standards governing the subordinate’s obligation to disobey an illegal order. When they do examine the act of giving the order, they primarily consider the doctrinal requirements for liability or the culpability of the superior by reference to the relationship between the superior and the ultimate crime. In this vision, the superior is no different from any other accomplice or indirect perpetrator.10

This conventional approach to the superior’s responsibility for that ultimate crime is accurate, but it is incomplete. It fails to recognize that when the superior orders someone subject to their authority to commit a crime, that order betrays that person, for it exploits and distorts the relationship between the superior and the subordinate and puts that subordinate in a position of being treated as nothing more than a tool to accomplish wrongdoing. Even when that subordinate is a willing participant in the conduct, the superior still violates their obligation to protect the subordinate when they order that subordinate to commit a crime. And this betrayal has costs: it transmutes a relationship of trust between commander and commanded into one of exploitation, and it contributes to disastrous mental health consequences for those struggling to make sense of being directed to do wrong by those they trusted.11 “Our moral fibers have been torn,” writes one veteran of the war in Iraq, “by what we were asked to do and by what we agreed to do.”12

This Article’s proposed recognition of the injuries subordinates suffer at the hands of their superiors draws on the work of scholars and practitioners of the law of war, who increasingly acknowledge that soldiers are not mere instruments for war-making, but individuals, separate from the state and the superiors they serve.13 And it builds on existing theories of international criminal law as an institution that aims to subject systemic abuses of power to the rule of law.14 The Article synthesizes these multiple strands to ultimately expose the legal and cultural obsession with the subordinate’s autonomy—encapsulated in the obligation to disobey illegal orders, and the well-known aphorism that just following orders is no defense—as a convenient distraction. It is one that intuitively and even theoretically makes sense, relying as it does on traditional (though contested) criminal-law assumptions of individual choice and insistence that no person has obligations to another. And yet, it is misplaced,

10. See infra notes 44–46 and accompanying text.
11. See infra Part IV.
13. See infra Part III. This Article uses the colloquial term “soldier” to mean a person who serves in the military, including those in not only a state’s army, but also services such as the air force or navy. See Soldier, MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2012).
14. See infra notes 145–47 and accompanying text.
for the obligation of the superior to the subordinate is both legally founded and legally protected. 15

Although it is widely recognized that Trump was an outlier, an exceptionally irresponsible commander-in-chief,16 the problem this Article identifies is no outlier, and is not exceptional. The abuses by authority highlighted here are the same as the abuses perpetrated when American commanders ordered soldiers to execute German and Italian prisoners of war in Sicily,17 to drop bombs on refugees in South Korea,18 to raze villages in Vietnam,19 to shoot unarmed townspeople in Afghanistan.20 They are the same as the abuses perpetrated when U.S. military and intelligence leaders ordered interrogators to torture individuals detained around the world in the early days of the so-called War on Terror.21 And although this Article begins with the example of the United States, and draws primarily from examples involving the U.S. military, this is a topic that transcends national boundaries; war crimes and abusive leaders and soldiers struggling with betrayal by their superiors are pervasive throughout the world.22 The problem of illegal orders

15. See infra Section IV.C.


21. See infra notes 40–42 and accompanying text; see also, e.g., Justine Sharrock, Tortured: When Good Soldiers Do Bad Things 5 (2010) (describing “a junior guard” at a prison in Iraq who was ordered to mistreat prisoners).

is a problem that inheres in any military organization (and, indeed, in many organizations beyond the military) in which individuals are expected to carry out orders, and in which leaders exploit the authority they have to give an order and to see their will readily carried out.

The goal of the Article, however, is not simply to advocate for attaching criminal liability to giving an illegal order. Ordering a person to commit a crime is already the basis of criminal liability in national and international criminal law. Nor is it merely to recommend the creation of a new war crime that defines a superior’s act of giving an illegal order as an abuse of the subordinate. In the United States, anyway, mistreatment of a subordinate already is a punishable offense, but an illegal order continues to be overlooked as a form of mistreatment.

In seeking to recast the illegal order, to transform it from a wrong that exists solely as a bridge from the leader to the ultimate crime into a wrong that also marks an abuse by the leader of the subordinate, this Article has bigger goals. It aims to persuade readers to consider that leaders abuse the authority they have over another person when they ask the person to do wrong. It aims to impel readers to reexamine their assumptions that the cure to abusive leadership is simply disobedience. It aims to convince readers that the exploitation of relationships of authority or control or power should not be off limits to criminal law, or to judgments about right and wrong, just because those subject to that authority or control or power have consented to it, or because they can say no to it, or even because they are obligated to resist. The goal, ultimately, is that next time a president threatens torture, or a commander tells a soldier to “[k]ill everything that moves,” we notice, and we find abhorrent, the leader’s mistreatment of their subordinates as a core part of the wrong. Through this acknowledgment, we can more accurately capture the harm that inheres in ordering a subordinate to commit a crime; we might more readily rein in or reject abusive leaders; we might extend some grace to those subordinates who have committed crimes by granting that even in their own wrongdoing, they, too, have been wronged, that the fact (and feelings) of their betrayal need not remain hidden.

N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 11, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/26/world/australia/military-troops-afghanistan.html [https://perma.cc/7NGX-3J68] (reporting on Australian superior officers who had ordered subordinates to execute Afghan prisoners); see also David H. Kitterman, Those Who Said “No!”: Germans Who Refused to Execute Civilians During World War II, 11 GERM. STUD. REV. 241, 248 (discussing research finding that eight percent of Germans who refused orders to kill civilians cited a concern “that the murders would damage the men carrying them out or that they would create emotional disturbances” as the reason for refusing).

23. See infra Section II.A.
25. Nick Turse, Kill Anything That Moves: The Real American War in Vietnam 2 (2013) (reciting soldiers’ accounts that they were ordered at My Lai to “kill everything in the village,” “kill everything that breathed,” and “[k]ill everything that moves” (citations omitted)).
This Article proceeds in six Parts. Following this Introduction, Part II maps the existing approaches the criminal law takes to address illegal orders and explains that the law consistently seeks only to tie the superior to the risk or reality of the crime they ordered, neglecting the superior’s exploitation of the relationship of authority they have over the subordinate. Part III brings together three developments in contemporary law—(1) an increasing embrace of the idea that the law of war sets forth obligations of a state toward its own soldiers; (2) the turn toward “individualization” in the law of war; and (3) the expanding conception of the relevance of human rights law in armed conflict—to argue that the era of subordinates as “cannon fodder” should be over, and that soldiers ought to be thought of not as mere extensions or instruments of the state, but as individuals in their own right, subject to injury at the hands of their states and their superiors.

This foundation lays the groundwork for Parts IV and V, which argue that the superior owes a recognizable duty to the subordinate and violates that duty in ordering the subordinate to commit a crime. Detailing the contours of the legal and moral obligations from superior to subordinate, Part IV explains why an illegal order itself should be considered an abuse of the subordinate and an independent wrong that is separate from the crime that may result from the order. Drawing on research in psychology and psychiatry on the concept of moral injury—the suffering caused by a betrayal by a leadership figure—this Part further demonstrates the palpable, devastating harm, even beyond that abuse of the relationship itself, that can be caused by a superior’s illegal order. As Part V contends, reframing an illegal order as a superior’s abuse of their authority over the subordinate thus may contribute both to healing the wounds suffered by service members, and to a larger political project of delineating appropriate boundaries on the use of authority over others. A brief conclusion follows.

Global in scope and immediate in its application, this Article aims to reorient conceptions of the relationship between superior and subordinate, and to excavate and upend conventional assumptions about authority, agency, and the wrong of improperly using another person to commit a crime. In so doing, it seeks to begin a conversation, even as it intervenes in existing scholarly and practice-oriented discussions of the nature of wrongdoing in collective settings. This Article focuses on the military in particular, but it invites a broader set of questions about how we understand the exercise of power or authority over another. Most first-year Criminal Law courses teach the contours of the duress defense, the requirements for accomplice liability, the details of innocent-agency doctrine. But most law students will never have a discussion in that course about the trauma the coercer inflicts upon the perpetrator of the crime when they impel them to engage in wrongdoing, or about the unique wrongfulness of using one’s power or authority over another person to turn them into a tool in accomplishing crime. The approach of this Article offers a new way to understand these questions of longstanding and urgent importance.
II. LEGAL ACCOUNTS OF ILLEGAL ORDERS

Across the world, obedience to superior orders is the cornerstone of military discipline.26 In 1890, the United States Supreme Court wrote that an army’s “law is that of obedience.”27 In the United States today, every enlisted service member takes an oath to “obey . . . the orders of the officers appointed over [them].”28 Some idealize the system of unfailing obedience to orders. In a speech titled The Soldiers Faith, delivered on Memorial Day in 1895, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.—a Civil War veteran and at that time an associate justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court—declared that “in the midst of doubt, in the collapse of creeds, there is one thing” he did “not doubt”: “that the faith is true and adorable which leads a soldier to throw away his life in obedience to a blindly accepted duty, in a cause which he little understands, in a plan of campaign of which he has little notion, under tactics of which he does not see the use.”29 Others, perhaps less starry eyed, focus on the practical benefits: obedience strengthens group cohesion and ensures the smooth functioning of the unit, and it maximizes the possibility of safety and success.

“If every subordinate officer and soldier were at liberty to question the legality of the orders of the commander, and obey them or not as they may consider them valid or invalid,” wrote Judge Matthew Deady in a case arising out of the defendant’s ordering of the arrest of a civilian who had been exulting in the assassination of President Lincoln, “the camp would be turned into a debating school, where the precious moment for action would be wasted in wordy conflicts between the advocates of conflicting opinions.”30 The same logic

27. In re Grimley, 137 U.S. 147, 153 (1890); see also Chappell v. Wallace, 462 U.S. 296, 300 (1983) (“[C]enturies of experience have developed a hierarchical structure of discipline and obedience to command . . . .”).
28. 10 U.S.C. § 502 (2018); see also Craig M. Mullaney, The Unforgiving Minute: A Soldier’s Education 8 (2009) (noting, of education at West Point, that “[o]ur purpose was to follow, to obey”).
29. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., The Soldier’s Faith: An Address Delivered on Memorial Day, May 30, 1895, at a Meeting Called by the Graduating Class of Harvard University, in THE ESSENTIAL HOLMES: SELECTIONS FROM THE LETTERS, SPEECHES, JUDICIAL OPINIONS, AND OTHER WRITINGS OF OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JR. 87, 89 (Richard A. Posner ed., 1992); see also G. Edward White, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes: Law and the Inner Self 84 (1993) (noting Holmes’s comment that he had “tried in [his] speech . . . to bring home by example that men are eternally idealists—(a speech that fools took as advice to young men to wade in gore)”).
30. McCall, 15 F. Cas. at 1240. The decision holding the detention was illegal was thought to have so offended President Grant that it prevented Deady from securing an appellate court judgeship when the circuit courts were created a few years later. See Christian G. Fritz, Federal Justice in California: The Court of Ogdan Hoffman, 1851–1891, at 44 (1991). Deady’s fate
continues now, both inside and outside of the United States. Quite simply, as Michael Walzer writes, “[n]o military force can function effectively without routine obedience.”

The obligation to obey, however, is not absolute; it applies only to lawful orders. Moreover, not only are service members not required to follow unlawful orders; they may, in some cases, be prevented from relying on the existence of an order to defend their own illegal activity. That “just following orders” is no defense is something of a platitude at this point, and the defense itself—along with a gesture to its ostensible emptiness—have come to be colloquially referred to as the “Nuremberg Defense.” The London Charter, which set forth the laws governing the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, indeed rejected the respondeat superior principle, which would have provided subordinates with a complete defense. In its place, the Charter provided that orders could be considered as mitigation, and the Tribunal urged in its Judgment that “the true test” of whether a person acting

as a district judge was thus sealed, and he went on to author the district court opinion that led to personal-jurisdiction powerhouse Pennoyer v. Neff, 95 U.S. 714 (1878). Id.

31. MICHAEL WALZER, JUST AND UNJUST WARS: A MORAL ARGUMENT WITH HISTORICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 311 (1977); see also Geoffrey S. Corn, Opinion Note, Contemplating the True Nature of “Responsibility” in Responsible Command, 96 INT’L REV. RED CROSS 901, 906 (2014) (noting that “unquestioning obedience to orders” is necessary but not sufficient for “a disciplined and tactically effective military unit”).

32. See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. §§ 890–92 (2018) (setting forth criminal penalties for individual covered by the Uniform Code of Military Justice who “willfully disobeys,” “violates,” or “fails to obey” lawful orders); Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes Act, S.C. 2000, c. 24, § 14(1) (Can.) (providing defense of obedience to superior orders if “the order was not manifestly unlawful,” as long as defendant “was under a legal obligation to obey” the order and “did not know that the order was unlawful”); Carlos Gómez-Jara Díez & Luis E. Chiesa, Spain, in THE HANDBOOK OF COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL LAW 488, 511 (Kevin Jon Heller & Markus D. Dubber eds., 2011) (explaining requirements of Spanish superior orders defense). Not every legal system uses the “manifestly unlawful approach.” See, e.g., Wei Luo, China, in THE HANDBOOK OF COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL LAW, supra, at 137, 157 (explaining requirements of Chinese superior orders defense, which does not include requirement that order was not manifestly unlawful).

33. See SUE VICE, HOLOCAUST FICTION 16 (2000) (describing “just following orders” as “a cliché”); see also THOMAS U. BERGER, WAR, GUILT, AND WORLD POLITICS AFTER WORLD WAR II 40 (2012) (describing “just following orders” as a “famous line”).

34. See, e.g., JESS BRAVIN, THE TERROR COURTS: ROUGH JUSTICE AT GUANTANAMO BAY 144 (2013); see also THANK YOU FOR SMOKING (Fox Searchlight Pictures 2005) (referring to “everyone’s got a mortgage to pay” as “the yuppie Nuremberg Defense”).

pursuant to an order could be held responsible for their acts "is not the existence of the order, but whether moral choice was in fact possible." In the decades since, decisions of both international and national courts have allowed a defense when a person commits a crime upon orders of a superior, as long as the crime "was not manifestly unlawful" and the perpetrator "did not know that the order was unlawful."

The literature on the superior orders defense is massive. Scholars of law, moral philosophy, sociology, and psychology have presented careful studies of the scope, contours, and implications of the defense. Should it be absolutely barred, or offered only when the individual did not know and did not have reason to know the order was unlawful? How can service members be incentivized, trained, and acculturated to disobey only in the precise circumstances that demand it? How do service members interpret the orders they are given and the appropriateness of disobedience?

Courts, too, have wrestled with the doctrine of illegal orders, ultimately setting forth rules that aim to balance the importance of obedience in military systems with an expectation that every person—even those subject to command—should be held to the standard of an ordinary person who can be expected to refuse certain acts, even in the most coercive circumstances.


37. See Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, art. 33, opened for signature July 17, 1998, 2187 U.N.T.S. 90 [hereinafter Rome Statute], https://www.icc-cpi.int/resource-library/documents/rs-eng.pdf [https://perma.cc/HHE7-WYNW]; United States v. Calley, 22 C.M.A. 534, 542 (1973) (excluding superior orders defense if "the superior’s order is one which a man of ordinary sense and understanding would, under the circumstances, know to be unlawful, or if the order in question is actually known to the accused to be unlawful"). In the United States, the defense has remained relatively consistent over time. See WILLIAM WINTHROP, MILITARY LAW AND PRECEDENTS 886–87 (2d ed. 1920) (noting that "[i]f course where the authority of the superior is complete it shields all who duly act under him" but suggesting that the subordinate who obeys an illegal order will have a defense only if the order is "not palpably illegal upon [its] face").


39. See, e.g., United States v. Keenan, 18 C.M.A. 108, 117 (1969); Calley, 22 C.M.A. at 544; United States v. Kinder, 14 C.M.R. 742, 774 (1953); see also Chief Military Prosecutor v. Malinki (Military Court of Appeals, Isr. 1959), reprinted and translated in 2 PALESTINE Y.B. INT’L. L. 69, 111 (1959); LEORA BILSKY, TRANSFORMATIVE JUSTICE: ISRAELI IDENTITY ON TRIAL 177 (2004) (noting that although legal scholarship on the case “has mainly dealt with the question of the duty to obey a superior’s order,” the case should be recognized as “the first attempt by an Israeli court to
Although the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg and the International Military Tribunal for the Far East primarily addressed leaders’ responsibility, studies and decisions—as well as popular commentary—on illegal orders since that time have brought attention to the person subject to the order—their knowledge, their choices, their responsibility to do the right thing. Recall that even though officials at the highest levels of the U.S. government had created a program of torture, Bush Administration officials leaned on the crutch that “bad apples” were responsible when photos of torture at Abu Ghraib became public;\(^\text{40}\) that the government pursued prosecutions only of a few low-level individuals, ranking no higher than a staff sergeant;\(^\text{41}\) or even that recent obituaries failed to reckon with Donald Rumsfeld’s authorization of torture.\(^\text{42}\) It is thus no surprise, in light of all that came before, that when a U.S. presidential nominee threatened to resurrect torture and inaugurate the killing of family members of suspected terrorists,\(^\text{43}\) and when the president appeared to embrace the use of armed force in order to challenge the results of an election, the ready solution was to count on the subordinates to defy any orders that may come.\(^\text{44}\) The answer to an illegal

\(^{40}\) See MAJORITY STAFF, H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 111TH CONG., REINING IN THE IMPERIAL PRESIDENCY: LESSONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE PRESIDENCY OF GEORGE W. BUSH 364 n.488 (2009) (quoting Interview with Paul Wolfowitz, Deputy Secretary of Defense, Pentagon Channel (May 4, 2004)).

\(^{41}\) Philip Gourevitch, Interrogating Torture, NEW YORKER (May 4, 2009), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2009/05/11/interrogating-torture [https://perma.cc/D745-55S4] (noting “the only Americans who have been prosecuted and sentenced to imprisonment … are ten low-ranking servicemen and women” while “superior officers enjoy their freedom”). An eleventh individual was convicted but not sentenced to imprisonment. Associated Press, Dog Handler Convicted in Abu Ghraib Abuse, N.Y. TIMES (June 2, 2006), https://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/02/us/02verdict.html [https://perma.cc/CJK4-P7KS].


\(^{44}\) The expectation that an order to torture is manifestly illegal, or that service members will know they ought to disobey, is a particularly tall order, given the deliberate efforts that have been made to obfuscate the legal status of torture and other abusive interrogation methods that do not rise to the level of torture. When high-level officials argue that certain interrogation methods are not illegal, service members will have a strong case for arguing that they were not aware of the illegality of an order and that the order was not manifestly unlawful. See M. Cherif Bassiouni, The Institutionalization of Torture Under the Bush Administration, 37 CASE W. RES’R, J. INT’L L. 389, 409–04 (2006) (“Their defense counsels, like those of the senior administration officials, will argue that the orders their clients’ followed were not manifestly unlawful and that these
order, once again, was the subordinate. Their knowledge, their choices, their responsibility to do the right thing.

What about the person ordering the subordinate to commit a crime? Scholars and courts have less to say about them; and indeed, the law, as discussed below, is relatively straightforward in its rendering of the order as the basis for holding the superior guilty of a crime as an accomplice or as a perpetrator. But when the superior is treated as a main character, the story the law is telling is myopic, treating the superior like any other perpetrator or accomplice, and neglecting the significant fact that the superior is abusing their authority over another person when they give that order.

The following Sections expose that story and its myopia. They begin with the doctrinal details of the criminal prohibition against ordering a subordinate to commit a crime, analyzing the illegal order as the basis of complicity and perpetration of a crime, and also as the grounds for certain violations of military law. They then analyze those doctrinal details to elucidate how these approaches conceive of the central wrong of ordering criminal activity as beginning and ending with the criminal activity itself—that is, the harm of ordering a crime is equal to the risk or reality of the crime being committed. This conception, however, overlooks that there is a wrong, too, in ordering criminal activity of someone over whom one exercises authority, a wrong of abusing and exploiting and degrading that relationship of authority, and of risking grave harm to the person subject to the order.

A. THREE ACCOUNTS OF ORDERING SUBORDINATES

1. Ordering as a Basis for Liability for a Target Crime

Ordering a person to commit a crime primarily functions as a mode of liability—a way of connecting a person to a crime. First, ordering a person to commit a crime is the basis for accomplice liability—and a rather straightforward one at that. As long as the crime is attempted or committed, the order constitutes the necessary act of assistance required to render the superior complicit in the subordinate’s crime, and giving the order typically provides

---

45. See infra Section II.A.

46. See Marianne Constable, Law as Language, 1 CRITICAL ANALYSIS L. 63, 64 (2014) ("[T]he humanities can be said to be characterized by a sensitivity to language, broadly understood, in readings (or interpretations or analyses) of texts and images and other cultural and historical artifacts . . . . Words promise truth. They ostensibly show us the world as it is.").

47. See Rome Statute, supra note 37, art. 25(3) ("[A] person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person . . . orders, solicits or induces the commission of such a crime which in fact occurs or is attempted . . . ."); Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia art. 7, ¶ 1 (May 25, 1993) [hereinafter ICTY Statute]; Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda art. 6, ¶ 1 (May 25, 1993) [hereinafter ICTY Statute].
sufficient evidence of the superior’s intent for the subordinate to carry out the crime. A causal relationship between the order and the ultimate attempt or commission, too, may be required.\footnote{See Prosecutor v. Mudacumura, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/12, Decision on the Prosecutor’s Application Under Article 58, ¶ 03 (July 13, 2012), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2012_07502.PDF [https://perma.cc/3TGW-MVG9]. The doctrine is so straightforward that international criminal law and domestic criminal law casebooks do not include cases on ordering, mentioning it instead in brief descriptive paragraphs and devoting space instead to questions such as the causal connection required between any act of assistance and the crime. See, e.g., DAVID LUBAN, JULIE R. O’SULLIVAN & DAVID P. STEWART, INTERNATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 933–34 (2d ed. 2014).}

Alternatively, giving an order to commit a crime may constitute the basis for what is known in international and some foreign legal systems as indirect perpetration, or perpetration through means.\footnote{See Manuel J. Ventura, \textit{Ordering}, in \textit{MODES OF LIABILITY IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW} \textbf{284}, 285 (Jérôme de Hemptinne et al. eds., 2013); see also Prosecutor v. Lubanga, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Judgment Pursuant to Article 74 of the Statute, Separate Opinion of Judge Fulford, ¶¶ 7–8 (Mar. 14, 2012), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2012_03942.PDF [https://perma.cc/gD33-DVR4] (noting overlap between indirect perpetration and “ordering, soliciting or inducing a crime”).} Indirect perpetration treats as a perpetrator a person who does not physically perform the actus reus of the crime, but who uses another person to do so.\footnote{See Rome Statute, supra note 37, art. 25(3)(a) (holding a perpetrator is someone who acts “through another person”).} Under international law, this mode of liability is available whether the direct perpetrator—the person who is used, that is—is a legally responsible actor or not. (Anglo-American criminal law, by contrast, limits its approach to perpetration through means, known as innocent agency doctrine, to situations in which the direct perpetrator is not legally responsible for the crime.\footnote{See Sanford H. Kadish, \textit{Complicity, Cause and Blame: A Study in the Interpretation of Doctrine}, \textbf{73} CALIF. L. REV. 323, 370 (1985); \textit{MODEL PENAL CODE AND COMMENTARIES} § 2.06, at 300–04 (AM. L. INST. 1985). The Model Penal Code also defines solicitation of an innocent agent as sufficient to establish attempt liability. \textit{See id.} § 5.01, at 340–47.} Even assuming the crime is carried out, not every person who orders another to commit a crime will constitute an indirect perpetrator; but as long as the person giving the order meets the requirements of an indirect perpetrator—including sufficient control over the subordinate and the mens rea required for the underlying crime—the act of ordering can constitute the basis for indirect perpetration.\footnote{For a contrary view, see GERHARD WERLE & FLORIAN JÉßBERGER, \textit{PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW} \textbf{215} (3d ed. 2014) (contending that ordering should exclusively constitute a basis for complicity, and not for perpetration, under Rome Statute).}

The law of ordering developed significantly in the aftermath of the Second World War, when prosecutions focused primarily on high-level defendants. In its judgment against twenty-two Nazi leaders, for example, the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg devoted pages to listing and explaining the orders that Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel gave, and that it found constituted war crimes and crimes against humanity: He circulated the
Commando Order, authorized by Hitler, instructing that all Allied commandos should “be ‘slaughtered to the last man’, even if they attempted to surrender”;53 he issued an instruction that any captured paratroopers should be turned over to the SD, the German intelligence unit, which would then kill them;54 he demanded that fifty to one hundred Communists be killed for every one German soldier attacked; he instructed field commanders to kill political officers of the Soviet Army; he directed that civilians suspected of crimes against German soldiers be executed without trial.55 Keitel’s only defense at the Nuremberg trial was that he was carrying out the orders of his own superior.56 The Tribunal quickly dispensed with this argument and found Keitel guilty on all charges.57

Orders given to subordinates also were the center of the High Command case, one of the twelve Subsequent Nuremberg Trials held by the American occupation authorities in postwar Germany. The case was brought against fourteen leaders of the German armed forces, known as the Wehrmacht, who were charged with crimes against peace, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and conspiracy for their roles in planning aggressive war and in the ordering of, and participation in, massive crimes against civilians and combatants.58 The convictions were ultimately convictions for the crimes that were ordered, rather than for the ordering per se.59

These examples demonstrate how treating ordering as a mode of liability operates as a way to hold a superior liable for the acts of the subordinate.60

53. IMT Judgment, supra note 36, at 228.
54. Id. at 229. It was clear that Keitel knew such orders were illegal. See id. at 289–90 (discussing exchange between Keitel and Canaris in which Keitel agrees that killing Soviet prisoners of war was a violation of international law).
55. Id. at 290.
56. Id.
57. Id. at 290–91; see also id. at 291–93 (discussing conduct of Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Chief of the Reich Main Security Office, including ordering the execution of prisoners in concentration camps).
59. Id. at 509–27. After considering the difference between substantive ordering and mere transmittal of an order, the tribunal held “that to find a field commander criminally responsible for the transmittal of such an order, he must have passed the order to the chain of command and the order must be one that is criminal upon its face, or one which he is shown to have known was criminal.” Id. at 511.
60. See U.S. DEP’T OF THE ARMY, FIELD MANUAL 27-10, THE LAW OF LAND WARFARE ¶ 501 (1956) (noting that “when troops commit massacres and atrocities against the civilian population of occupied territory or against prisoners of war,” both the direct perpetrators and the commander are responsible “when the acts in question have been committed in pursuance of an order of the commander concerned”); see also Amy J. Sepinwall, Failures to Punish: Command Responsibility in Domestic and International Law, 30 MICH. J. INT’L L. 251, 288 (2009) (noting that criminal responsibility
Treating the superior who gives an order as an accomplice or as an indirect perpetrator draws a line from the superior to the ultimate harm that is perpetrated when the subordinate commits or attempts to commit the crime. If the superior orders the subordinate to commit murder and the subordinate complies, then the superior is guilty of that murder. If the superior orders the subordinate to commit torture and the subordinate complies, then the superior is guilty of that torture. The superior is punished for the same reason that underlies the punishment of the person who directly commits the murder or the torture, whether because the crime ought to be deterred, or because the person who commits the crime or associates themselves with it ought to be incapacitated, or because the blameworthiness of the crime and the actor demands punishment.

2. Ordering as Inchoate Crime

A second approach—though one that has now fallen out of favor—treats ordering as an inchoate crime, such that ordering a subordinate to undertake illegal activity is itself a violation of the law. Just like attempt, solicitation, or conspiracy, liability for ordering as an inchoate offense does not require that the subordinate actually attempt or commit the act that is ordered. For example, in the Hostages case, another Subsequent Nuremberg Trial held by the U.S. military authorities, Wehrmacht commander Lothan Rendulic was charged with war crimes and crimes against humanity for “passing on to troops subordinate to him the Fuehrer Order of 6 June 1941, providing that all commissars captured must be shot.” Rendulic admitted to forwarding the order and conceded that he was aware of its illegality. He maintained, however, that he was not guilty of a crime because his subordinates did not carry out the order, and soldiers had not killed any prisoners pursuant to the command. In making these points, Rendulic was arguing that ordering is only a mode of liability, not an inchoate crime; and because no crime was

for a superior who has ordered subordinates is a statement that “it is appropriate to ascribe soldiers’ acts to their commander”).

61. The subordinate, too, will be guilty of the crime as a direct perpetrator. See supra notes 32–44 and accompanying text (discussing limits on defense of superior orders for individuals who perpetrate crimes upon receiving orders to do so).

62. ANTONIO CASSESE ET AL., CASSESE’S INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 204 (3d ed. 2013). Ordering does not require control over the person ordered, but the person giving the order must be in a position of authority. Prosecutor v. Mudacumura, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/12-1-Red, Decision on the Prosecutor’s Application Under Article 58, Pre-Trial Chamber II, ¶ 63 (July 13, 2012), https://www.icc-cpi.int/sites/default/files/CourtRecords/C2012_07502.PDF [https://perma.cc/2BH2-XPZJ].


64. Id. at 1294.

65. Id.
attempted or perpetrated, his order could not be converted into the basis of either perpetration or complicity.\textsuperscript{66} Nonetheless, the Tribunal rejected the argument, apparently treating ordering as an inchoate offense. In its judgment, the Tribunal noted that although the fact that the order was not carried out could serve to mitigate Rendulic’s punishment, “it does not free him of the crime of knowingly and intentionally passing on a criminal order.”\textsuperscript{67}

While the Hostages trial was under way, the United States created the tribunal to try the fourteen individuals in what came to be known as the High Command case.\textsuperscript{68} In a brief on the liability of Field Commander Georg von Kuechler,\textsuperscript{69} the prosecution pushed for the idea of ordering as an inchoate form of liability in order to urge that von Kuechler be convicted for ordering the execution of prisoners of war, regardless of whether his subordinates carried out the order.\textsuperscript{70} The brief relied on Rendulic’s recent conviction to support the prosecution’s argument “that the commander who knowingly and willfully distributes an unlawful order becomes guilty of a criminal act \textit{per se}, no matter whether this order was executed or not.”\textsuperscript{71} It further noted a British military tribunal’s 1947 conviction of German Air Force General August Schmidt for war crimes based on his act of issuing an order that Allied Air Force members “were to be denied protection by their German escorts if attacked by the populace.”\textsuperscript{72} Moreover, the brief noted, the British prosecutors had secured Schmidt’s conviction relying exclusively on the existence of the order, without even alleging execution of the order.\textsuperscript{73} In its closing arguments against Kuechler, too, the prosecution argued that “[t]he mere passing down
of [the] order was a criminal act.”74 They referred again to Rendulic, and also to the conviction by the International Military Tribunal of German Navy Commander-in-Chief Erich Raeder. In the view of the prosecution, the Tribunal convicted Raeder “largely because he passed the Commando Order ‘down through the chain of command.’”75

Defense counsel at the trial, meanwhile, rejected the notion that war crimes could be based on the act of ordering alone.76 Challenging the notion that Rendulic’s conviction was based solely on giving the order, the defense argued there was no legal basis for convicting a person for giving an order under Control Council Law No. 10, the law of the occupation authorities (known as the Allied Control Council) that governed the proceedings.77 The argument focused on both the text of the law and its spirit, noting that the crimes punishable by the Tribunal were limited to those of a particular severity: “acts of violence against person or life.”78 Accordingly, proceeded defense counsel, “[a]n order to murder or to ill-treat somebody must consequently always have resulted in the actual perpetration of such acts of violence.”79 The issue was ultimately not resolved with respect to von Kuechler, however, for he was found not guilty based on an assessment that he had not passed on the order.80

Since that time, the inchoate form of ordering liability has vanished, as international criminal courts have focused their limited resources on completed or attempted crimes. Outside the exceptional case of incitement to commit genocide, inchoate crimes were deemed not sufficiently serious to merit the limited resources of the ad hoc international tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda, or not sufficiently connected to the concerns of “international peace and security”81 that motivated the creation of these bodies in the early 1990s.82 Today, the International Criminal Court has jurisdiction over attempted crimes, but not over ordering unless the crime ordered is committed or attempted.83 The courts have been unwilling to budge from these jurisdictional
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74. Transcript at 9571, United States v. von Leeb (High Command Case) (1948) [hereinafter High Command Transcript]. https://commons.und.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1015&context=nuremburg-transcripts; see also High Command Notes on the Case, supra note 70, at 118–19 (noting prosecution’s argument that passing down an order through the chain of command indicates “clear intent of [it] being enforced”).
75. High Command Transcript, supra note 74, at 9571 (quoting IMT Judgment, supra note 36, at 317).
76. High Command Notes on the Case, supra note 70, at 119.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id. These arguments were made by counsel for von Salmuth, as counsel for von Kuechler did not address the question of ordering as an inchoate crime during closing arguments. Id.
80. Id. at 120.
82. See Jérôme de Hemptinne, Incitement, in MODES OF LIABILITY IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW, supra note 49, at 388, 399.
83. Ventura, supra note 49, at 287, 290–91; see Rome Statute, supra note 37, art. 25(3)(b).
limits. For example, in the trial of Alfred Musema, the former director of a state-run tea factory in Rwanda that became a massacre site during the genocide, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) indirectly considered the question of whether ordering a crime was sufficient for criminal liability on its own. The Tribunal declared that there was sufficient evidence to find that Musema, who used his position at the factory both to recruit genocidaires and to organize campaigns of terror, had ordered the rape and mutilation of a Tutsi woman whose husband worked at the factory. The Tribunal decided, however, that there was insufficient evidence to establish that the order was carried out. Because the crime was not attempted or perpetrated, the Trial Judgment held, Musema could not be convicted on the basis of the order alone. Despite the historical pedigree of ordering as an inchoate crime—and despite the abhorrence of Musema’s order—the ICTR declined to resurrect it.

Treating ordering as an inchoate crime is worlds apart from treating it as a mode of liability, because if it is an inchoate crime, the order need not be attempted or perpetrated in order for the order to be a criminal act. Nonetheless, the rationales for punishing the order are the same. When ordering is an inchoate crime, just as when it is a way to treat a person as an accomplice or a perpetrator, the primary function of punishment is prevention of the target crime, as well as identification of the actors deemed blameworthy because of their positive disposition toward the commission of the crime. This equation mirrors the typical treatment of other inchoate crimes in Anglo-American criminal law. Just as conspiracy is punished regardless of whether the group ultimately reaches the point of achieving or even attempting their criminal objective, and just as attempt punishes the steps taken prior to and with the goal of completion of a crime, ordering as an inchoate crime seeks to punish the early act of instigation as a way of both preventing others from even taking steps toward the commission of crime and punishing those who show their culpability through the willing proposal of crime in the first place.

85. Id. ¶ 825–29.
86. Id. ¶ 829.
89. See id. at 86–87 (arguing that ordering should be an inchoate crime because of “the intrinsic likelihood of compliance with the order in light of the speaker’s position of command”).
3. Ordering as Substantive Offense in Military Justice

A third approach to ordering comes from national military laws that treat ordering a subordinate to commit a crime as the basis of a substantive offense under the codes of conduct governing the armed forces. In the United States in particular, ordering a subordinate to commit a crime has served as the basis for convictions under two provisions: (1) the so-called General Article of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, a gap-filler that prohibits three categories of misconduct not covered in the remainder of the Code, namely (a) “all disorders and neglects to the prejudice of good order and discipline,” (b) “all conduct of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces,” and (c) “crimes and offenses not capital”; and (2) the article prohibiting “conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman.”

i. Good Order and Discipline

Originating in the British military codes, the general article first emerged in the 1625 Articles of War. The provision itself covers a broad reach of conduct, and the cases involving illegal orders vary in their nature, too, ranging from a superior ordering a subordinate to write another officer’s name on a trip ticket so the superior could take an unauthorized visit home, to cases in which superiors give subordinates orders to fire their weapons at other members of their squad, to those in which superiors order subordinates to attack nationals of the country in which they are stationed. The decision focused primarily on Wilson’s failure to stop the subordinates from attacking the victim, rather than the order. Id. at 152, 157. The Board of Review, however, still found that Wilson was guilty of the ordering charge, but it also noted that the original decision was to strike mention of the order from the charge specification. Id.
by a common thread; the essence of the conduct is the giving of the order, which constitutes a violation regardless of whether the order is carried out.

The 1901 court martial of Brigadier-General Jacob H. Smith pursuant to this provision is instructive for its demonstration of the kinds of concerns that drive a conviction under this article for giving illegal orders. Smith—who would go on to earn the nicknames “Howling Jake” and “The Monster,” among others97—had served in the Army since the Civil War; in the Philippine-American War, he was tasked by President Theodore Roosevelt with “pacify[ing]” the people of Samar, an island in the central Philippines.98 The prior month, a group of forces, ranging from townspeople to the Chief of Police, launched a surprise attack on U.S. soldiers in the town of Balangiga.99 Fifty American soldiers were killed in the attack, and dozens more were injured; some 250 Filipinos died the same day.100

In the hands of Smith, the order from Roosevelt became a charge for reprisal, revenge for the attack at Balangiga.101 Smith instructed his forces to spare no one: “I want no prisoners. I wish you to kill and burn, the more you kill and burn the better you will please me.”102 Smith urged that “the interior of Samar must be made a howling wilderness” and ordered “all persons killed who were capable of bearing arms and in actual hostilities against the United States.”103 Smith gave these instructions to Major Littleton Waller, the commander of the battalion of Marines that had been sent to Samar after the Balangiga attack.104 Surely, Waller thought, Smith could not possibly mean children should be killed, even though they were capable of bearing arms, so he asked Smith to specify a minimum age. Ten years old, replied Smith.105 Waller reportedly ignored Smith’s order and instructed his troops that only men, and not women or children, should be killed.106 Still, treatment of the residents of Samar was brutal. The United States cut the island off from food and destroyed crops and infrastructure, causing the starvation of a still unknown


99. DELMENDO, supra note 98, at 168.

100. Id. at 170–71.

101. See MILLER, supra note 98, at 220; 7 JOHN BASSETT MOORE, A DIGEST OF INTERNATIONAL LAW § 1114, at 187 (1906).

102. MILLER, supra note 98, at 220.

103. MOORE, supra note 101, § 1114, at 187.

104. Id.; MILLER, supra note 98, at 220.

105. MOORE, supra note 101, § 1114, at 187.

106. MILLER, supra note 98, at 220.
A court martial was initially convened against Waller, not for crimes he and his troops committed in the course of carrying out Smith’s order, but rather for ordering the summary execution of eleven Filipino guides who had allegedly mutinied against another American officer during an ill-fated attempted expedition into the interior of the island.109 During the court-martial proceedings, Waller initially had not intended to mention the orders from Smith.110 But after Smith testified for the prosecution, Waller decided to set the record straight, and he explained that he had acted on orders from Smith.111 And Waller had receipts: he presented every written order he had received from Smith—from the “take no prisoners” order to the specification that anyone over the age of ten was fair game.112 According to historian Stuart Creighton Miller, the revelation shocked the nation, “hit[ting] the United States like a ricocheting bombshell.”113 Waller was acquitted on the grounds that if any conduct was criminal, it was Smith’s order to take no prisoners.114

Smith was then court martialed.115 But whereas Waller had been tried for murder, Smith was tried for violation of Article 99 of the Articles of War, crimes to the prejudice of good order and discipline.116 The court found Smith guilty “and sentenced him to be admonished by the reviewing authority”—
a slap on the wrist.\textsuperscript{117} The court martial apparently accepted the defense theory that “Smith was wont to use extravagant language and that his subordinates did not take his words literally, so that even though some atrocities were committed, the orders as given were never executed.”\textsuperscript{118}

That, however, was not the end of the proceedings against Smith. Although the court martial conviction did not demand it, President Roosevelt reprimanded Smith and forcibly retired him from the Army.\textsuperscript{119} Roosevelt acted pursuant to a law allowing the president to retire any officer after the age of sixty-two, but he formally explained the decision in a public statement carried by newspapers across the country. Roosevelt detailed that orders, such as the ones Smith gave, demanded serious consequences because they created a risk of misconduct by subordinates:

\begin{quote}
[T]he very fact that warfare is of such character as to afford infinite provocation for the commission of acts of cruelty by junior officers and the enlisted men must make the officers in high and responsible positions peculiarly careful in their bearing and conduct, so as to keep a moral check over any acts of an improper character by their subordinates.\textsuperscript{120}
\end{quote}

Roosevelt’s statement conceded that “[i]t is impossible to tell exactly how much influence language like that used by Gen. Smith may have had in preparing the minds of those under him for the commission of the deeds which we regret.”\textsuperscript{121} But regardless of the ultimate effect, “[l]oose and violent talk by an officer of high rank is always likely to excite to wrong-doing those among his subordinates whose wills are weak or whose passions are strong.”\textsuperscript{122} Even though ordering a crime was an offense on its own, the harm in it was increasing the likelihood of that crime occurring.

\textit{ii. Conduct Unbecoming}

Ordering a subordinate to commit a crime also has been treated in U.S. military law as “conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman,” conviction of which may and in prior years necessarily did result in dismissal from military

\begin{itemize}
\item[117.] Moore, supra note 101, § 1114, at 187.
\item[120.] Id.
\item[121.] Id.
\item[122.] Id. A circular by Secretary of War Elihu Root published alongside Roosevelt’s statement concluded that Smith’s orders “were not taken literally and were not followed,” but concluded that if they had been, they “would have brought lasting disgrace upon the military service of the United States.” See id.
Centered on the damage to reputation, the “gravamen of the offense” is that the officer’s misconduct “disgraces [them] personally or brings dishonor to the military profession” such that it compromises their fitness as a commander. Just as the general order covers a host of types of wrongdoing, a wide range of conduct can constitute “conduct unbecoming.” Among them, William Winthrop, the author of the leading treatise on military law, specifically cited “[a]buse of authority over soldiers . . . by requiring or influencing them to do illegal acts” as an example of this provision.

In United States v. Reed, for example, the accused, Lieutenant Colonel William G. Reed, ordered a subordinate, Sergeant William H. Mohney, to assault Private Ralph Edward Laschisky, who was absent without leave and was being detained at the so-called Rehabilitation Center of the 558th Antiaircraft Artillery Automatic Weapons Battalion in Louisiana. Reed established the Center “to punish and rehabilitate habitual offenders and to turn ‘goldbrickers’ into soldiers,” apparently through violent hazing. Mohney was overseeing Laschinsky running laps, digging foxholes, slogging through burpees and pushups. Laschinsky was starting to tire, and Reed repeatedly instructed Mohney to hit Laschinsky with a switch when he slowed down; Mohney complied. The following month, Reed ordered Mohney again to use a switch on another individual in the Rehabilitation Center, Private Arthur R. McCandless; Mohney again complied. In its decision, the Board of Review noted that “[c]ruel treatment of soldiers constitutes a violation of Article of War 95 as well as of Article of War 96,” at that time the “General Article,” and

123. WILLIAM WINTHROP, MILITARY LAW AND PRECEDENTS 719 (2d ed. 1920); JOINT SERV. COMM. ON MIL. JUST., supra note 91, at IV-135.
126. WINTHROP, supra note 123, at 716; see also id. at 716 n.45 (citing cases in which individuals were convicted for ordering subordinates to make false statements). At the time of Winthrop’s writing, conduct unbecoming was a violation of Article 61 of the Articles of War. See id. at 23. Article 61 later became Article 133 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), which came into effect in 1951, see Uniform Code of Military Justice, 64 Stat. 107, pmbl., art. 133 (1950). Winthrop explains that conduct under this article must be deemed inappropriate for both an officer and a gentleman: “the act which forms the basis of the charge must have double significance and effect” and “must offend so seriously against law, justice, morality or decorum as to expose to disgrace, socially or as a man, the offender, and at the same time must be of such a nature or committed under such circumstances as to bring dishonor or disrepute upon the military profession which he represents.” WINTHROP, supra note 123, at 711–12 (footnote omitted).
128. Id. at 95.
129. Id. at 95–96.
130. Id.
131. Id. at 96.
132. Id. at 98.
found Reed guilty.\footnote{133} Pursuant to the mandatory punishment required for Article 95, he was dismissed from service.\footnote{134}

Reactions to a more recent prosecution in Israel highlight the significance of describing an act of ordering a crime to take place as “conduct unbecoming.” In 2008, two soldiers—Leonardo Corea and his superior, Omri Borberg—were charged with conduct unbecoming after Corea fired his weapon, pursuant to Borberg’s order, at Ashraf Abu Rahma, a blindfolded, handcuffed detainee.\footnote{135} The charging decision prompted criticism that the characterization of the shooting and the order as only conduct unbecoming “trivializes a grave incident,” and itself “disgraces both the military esprit de corps and the integrity of the legal profession” because it indicated “a policy of tolerance towards” serious breaches of the law of war.\footnote{136} Together with four human rights organizations, Abu Rahma appealed the charges, and the Israeli High Court ordered reconsideration of the charging decision.\footnote{137} After the military authorities decided to retain the original charges, the High Court ultimately demanded amendment of the indictment, holding that the initial charging decision was unreasonable and that new charges must “adequately reflect the facts and the nature of the acts described in the indictment.”\footnote{138} In the amended indictment, both were still charged with conduct unbecoming, but Corea was charged also with unlawful use of a weapon, and Borberg was charged with making threats.\footnote{139} Both were convicted.\footnote{140} Punishment for the superior was secured along with the subordinate; but, consistent with the prevailing conception of ordering only as a pathway to the ultimate crime, there was never a mention of the unique wrong of Borberg using his relationship

\footnote{133} Id. at 101 (citation omitted).
\footnote{134} See id. at 102.
\footnote{135} Israeli Soldier, Officer Convicted, UPI (July 15, 2010, 11:23 PM), https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2010/07/15/Israeli-soldier-officer-convicted/62811279250598 [https://perma.cc/48VB-PQ4A]; Orna Ben-Naftali & Noam Zamir, Note, Whose ‘Conduct Unbecoming’?: The Shooting of a Handcuffed, Blindfolded Palestinian Demonstrator, 7 J. INT’L CRIM. JUST. 155, 156–58 (2009). The officer, Omri Borberg, was charged with conduct unbecoming an officer, and the subordinate, Leonardo Corea, was also charged with unbecoming conduct. See id. Ben-Naftali and Zamir do not oppose the existence per se of a conduct unbecoming offense; instead, their concern was with the particular use of the offense to cover ordering the shooting of a detained person, which should be recognized as a war crime. See id. at 167–68.
\footnote{136} Id. at 159, 172–73.
\footnote{140} Pfeffer, supra note 139.
of authority over Corea to put Corea in the position of shooting an unarmed, handcuffed, blindfolded person.

iii. Goals of the Substantive Military Offenses

For these crimes, too, the law does not acknowledge as a wrong the treatment of the subordinate by the superior. When ordering is treated as a violation of good order and discipline, or as conduct unbecoming, the focus is prevention of the target crime, or punishing culpability for the creation of risk of the target crime. President Roosevelt’s announcement of General Smith’s dismissal, for example, warned of the risk that subordinates will carry out crimes when superiors order them, even if the superiors’ words can be dismissed as mere rants that should not be taken seriously. Braided into the concerns about the crimes themselves taking place are fears that reputation—of the individual or of the military more broadly—will be damaged by either the orders or the orders being carried out. The Smith case took place at a moment when anti-imperialist sentiment produced particular interest in the atrocities that American service members were perpetrating against individuals in the Philippines, and Roosevelt’s statement demonstrates a preoccupation with how the orders might reflect on the reputation of the military.

In cases not involving military conduct overseas, similarly, charges of good order and military discipline or of conduct unbecoming reflect a concern about the stain on the reputation of the officer who gave the order. For example, in a decision in which a superior officer, George Weller, ordered his subordinate, Arley Thompson, to lie or remain silent about Weller’s false claim that he had not received payroll, the Board of Review described the act of ordering the subordinate as “a serious offense,” and expressed particular concern about the goal of the scheme to defraud the United States. But ultimately, the harm the decision described was that the order was “highly degrading” to Weller himself—with no mention of the degradation of the subordinate.


143. See id. at 390; see also United States v. Gilliam, 4 B.R. (A-P) 163, 163–69 (A.B.R. 1945) (convicting Gilliam under Article 96, the General Article, for ordering subordinate to trade government property for a local man’s watch so Gilliam could give the watch to his own son).
ABUSE BY AUTHORITY

4. Sentencing Enhancements

Under international criminal law, abuse of a position of authority can serve as an aggravating factor at sentencing. Although this does not relate exclusively to ordering a subordinate to commit a crime, a superior who orders a subordinate may be punished more severely for this order because they are in a position of authority.

International criminal courts conceive of a position of authority as the power to make something happen—a power over resources that are meant to be used in the public’s interest. Accordingly, they understand abuse of a position of authority as using power to accomplish criminal ends instead of lawful ones (an interpretation of abuse of authority that aligns with that in the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines). Thus, for purposes of sentencing, the superior’s reliance on the position of authority to commit a crime through the subordinate is particularly culpable because the superior used that position to commit the crime, rather than using the position to accomplish lawful ends. Meanwhile, that the superior misused the authority over the subordinate, and in so doing mistreated that subordinate, is nowhere mentioned. Similarly, when international courts express an interest in punishing those “most responsible” for crimes—which prosecutors often interpret to mean senior leaders—they are concerned with those leaders who use their position to accomplish a crime.

B. THE LEGAL INVISIBILITY OF ORDERING AS INDEPENDENT WRONG

In the vision of the law, and of legal scholars, ordering a crime is a punishable wrong because it contributes to the commission of crime (or creates the risk of doing so, for those who support inchoate liability), and this should be prevented and identified as culpable. Ultimately, the story of ordering under the law is a story about the leader’s relationship to the ultimate crime. The leader who is responsible for a crime because they ordered it. The leader who is culpable because they created a risk that another


148. See, e.g., Gordon, supra note 88, at 98; CHANTAL MELONI, COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 209 (2010).
will commit a crime. The leader who should be disciplined because they sullied their own reputation or that of their organization because they created a risk that another will commit a crime. The leader is especially culpable because they used their position to accomplish crime, when they should have used it to achieve some greater good.

Here is another story of a leader: a leader who degrades his subordinates by ordering them to commit a crime. A leader who commands them to kill anything that moves, or to extract information at any cost. A leader who uses his position of authority to compel or convince his troops to do something that they never thought they would do, something they thought they never signed up for. A leader whose subordinates emerge from that moment facing prosecution, or facing judgment, from community or family or themselves, whose subordinates wonder why they placed their trust in this leader, in this entire command structure, only to be led by the hand into a darkness beyond what they anticipated they would face, even in war.

The story of that leader is real. We hear it in the accounts that service members and veterans voice in memoirs and share in therapy and disclose to journalists. But it is nowhere in the law. The accounts of ordering that the law presents are accounts of a relationship between a superior and the crime that ultimately transpires, with no acknowledgment that when the superior is ordering the crime, that superior is taking advantage of their relationship of trust and authority over the subordinate, who is trained to follow that superior, and to not question them, even if the law expects the subordinate to know to assert their own autonomy in the exceptional moment of the illegal order. This overlooked wrong, however, can be emended. The following Part situates this Article’s interpretation of ordering within current developments in the law of war and human rights law in order to explain why the time is ripe for a new approach to those who order their subordinates to commit a crime.

III. BEYOND CANNON FODDER

Readers familiar with the law of war (also known as international humanitarian law, or the law of armed conflict) may resist the idea that a superior’s illegal order constitutes an abuse against the subordinate. The law of war generally does not set out obligations for a state with respect to its own combatants, or for a superior against a subordinate; instead, protections are extended primarily to civilians and to the enemy. This is because the law of war above all governs the relationship between parties to a conflict, whether that means states or nonstate armed groups. As Sandesh Sivakumaran writes,

International humanitarian law has not traditionally been viewed as governing relations within the group. The commonly held view is that references to the obligation to protect presupposed that a party

\[\text{\textsuperscript{149}}\text{ See infra Section IV.A.}\\ \text{\textsuperscript{150}}\text{ See SANDESH SIVAKUMARAN, THE LAW OF NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT 247 (2012).}\]
would take care of its own forces and that the aim of international humanitarian law in this regard was to ensure that the party would also take care of the other side.\textsuperscript{151}

Even for those \textit{not} immersed in the law of war, it may seem counterintuitive that the obligation to abstain from ordering crimes would somehow center on any obligation of the superior toward their own troops, perhaps for the reasons that Sivakumaran surfaces above. After all, soldiers are resources of the state—and valuable ones at that—so it is already in the state’s interest to protect those resources; any legal obligation would seem to be superfluous. Indeed, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) noted in its 2016 Commentary on the first Geneva Convention that a state might treat its own forces humanely not because of any legal obligation, but rather “out of self-interest.”\textsuperscript{152}

Or it might seem obvious, or even appropriate, that no obligation runs from superior to subordinate because soldiers have been thought of for so long as cannon fodder—tools to be used (or abused) however the state—embodied in each superior down the chain of command with authority to order a subordinate—chooses. Indeed, military life is known for its ruthlessness—service members live at the will or whim of their superiors. Their identities are broken down. It is a system built on brutal hierarchy.\textsuperscript{153} And even when we do recognize breaches of some obligation from superior to subordinate, they center on physical violence.\textsuperscript{154} Colonel Jessup orders the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{151} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{152} \textsc{Int’l Comm. of the Red Cross, Commentary on the First Geneva Convention: Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field} ¶ 548 (2016) [hereinafter ICRC 2016 Commentary]. The Commentary also explains that including a state’s own forces in the protections under common Article 3 “is logical,” for “[i]n practice, it is often impossible in non-international armed conflict to determine whether members of the general population not actively participating in hostilities are affiliated with one or other Party to the conflict.” Id. ¶ 548. The Commentary further notes that “\textit{re}course to common Article 3 may not be necessary” in some cases because “domestic law and international human rights law require treatment at least equivalent to that of humane treatment in the sense of common Article 3.” Id. ¶ 548.
  \item \textsuperscript{153} See \textsc{Jessica Wolfendale, Torture and the Military Profession} 136 (2007); \textsc{Your Neighbour’s Son: The Making of a Torturer} (Ebbe Preisler 1976) (documenting training of Greek police torturers during military junta).
  \item \textsuperscript{154} For a notable exception, see Corn, \textit{supra} note 31, at 911 (“Little attention has been paid . . . to the role of the law in protecting the moral integrity of the soldier . . . .”)
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Code Red. An officer sexually assaults a subordinate.

This Part calls into question these conventional ways of thinking about the obligations of the superior to the subordinate and crafts an alternative account of those obligations. Part II established the absence of a proper vocabulary to reckon with what is happening to the subordinates when leaders demand illegality from them. This Part explains that developments in the law of war make a new vocabulary possible. I bring together three strands—first, the narrow but potentially expanding understanding of a state’s legal obligations under the law of war to its own soldiers; second, the increasing recognition that soldiers are individuals, rather than mere extensions of the state; and third, the expanding application of human rights law to situations of armed conflict—to demonstrate the scholarly conversations, and the doctrinal developments, that lay a foundation for rethinking illegal orders as this Article urges.

A. Leave No One Behind: A State’s Duty to Its Soldiers

The traditional account of the law of war declares that this body of law generally does not address a state’s treatment of its own soldiers, apart from exceptional situations. Instead, international humanitarian law focuses its...
affirmative protections primarily on civilians and on enemy soldiers. But this façade has some cracks. International humanitarian law contains protections for soldiers who are hors de combat—outside the fight, whether because of sickness or injury or because they intend to surrender, and thus deserving of protection because they no longer constitute a threat.160 Some of those protections apply regardless of nationality.161 The first Geneva Convention of 1864, the Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field, provided that “[w]ounded or sick combatants, to whatever nation they may belong, shall be collected and cared for.”162 This led to similar language in the 1906 Geneva Convention,163 and to similar language in the 1929 Convention,164 and ultimately to similar language—but even more specific and emphatic—in the most recent iteration, the 1949 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field.165 Article 12 provides that “[m]embers of the armed forces . . . who are wounded or sick, shall be respected and protected in all circumstances” and “shall be treated humanely and cared for by the Party to the conflict in whose power they may be, without any adverse distinction founded on sex, race, nationality, religion, political opinions, or any other similar criteria.”166 The ICRC Commentary written just after the treaty’s adoption makes clear that no exceptions shall be made for a state’s own soldiers: “The wounded are to be respected just as much when they are with their own army or in no man’s land as when they have fallen into the hands of the enemy.”167

Although the text does not mention nationality, common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, which addresses the minimum treatment required for in assessments of whether or not a particular war or armed conflict is justifiably initiated and conducted.”).  

161. For examples of provisions that do not apply to a state’s own forces, see SIVAKUMARAN, supra note 150, at 249.  
163. See Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field art. 1, July 6, 1906, 35 Stat. 1885, T.S. No. 464 (“Officers, soldiers, and other persons officially attached to armies, who are sick or wounded, shall be respected and cared for, without distinction of nationality, by the belligerent in whose power they are.”).  
166. Geneva Convention I, supra note 90, art. 12; Geneva Convention II, supra note 90, art. 12; see also ICRC 2016 Commentary, supra note 152, ¶¶ 1337, 1358, 1370 (noting protections of Article 12 do not pivot on whether the treatment is of a state’s own forces or of the enemy).  
certain populations in non-international armed conflicts, is also understood to provide protections for soldiers with respect to their own states. As elegantly phrased in that same original ICRC Commentary, “[W]hen faced with suffering no distinction should be drawn between brothers-in-arms, the enemy and allies.” The ICRC addresses the issue more extensively in its updated Commentary, from 2016, on Geneva Convention I. The Commentary poses the question “whether armed forces of a Party to the conflict benefit from the application of common Article 3 by their own Party.” For example, should members of armed forces who are tried by their own states for war crimes benefit from the protections of common Article 3? Or should members of armed forces rendered hors de combat be protected by common Article 3 from sexual assault by their fellow soldiers? The ICRC concludes that they should, for “[t]he fact that the trial is undertaken or the abuse committed by their own Party should not be a ground to deny such persons the protection of common Article 3.”

In a recent decision, the International Criminal Court (ICC) used those Geneva Conventions protections, and the ICRC Commentary, as a basis for holding that states, and therefore individuals acting on their behalf, have a broader obligation to not commit war crimes against their own soldiers. Bosco Ntaganda, a leader of the Patriotic Forces for the Liberation of Congo (FPLC), a militia group in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, was charged with war crimes and crimes against humanity for conduct in the early 2000s, including allegations of rape and sexual slavery by several children in the FPLC. Ntaganda argued that those allegations could not constitute war

168. See, e.g., Geneva Convention I, supra note 90, art. 3; see also Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) art. 2, adopted June 8, 1977, 1125 U.N.T.S. 609, 611 (“This Protocol shall be applied without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth, birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria.”).

169. ICRC 1952 Commentary, supra note 167, at 55.

170. See ICRC 2016 Commentary, supra note 152, ¶ 545 (emphasizing absence of express exclusion of persons on same side as party and noting text “contains no limitation requiring a person taking no active part in hostilities to be in the power of the enemy in order to be protected under the article”). The original Commentary did not address this question, but it did note the omission of the word “nationality” in the protected categories and concluded that the provision stands for the proposition “that every man taking no part in hostilities, or placed hors de combat, receives the minimum standard of treatment which the law of the country itself accords.” ICRC 1952 Commentary, supra note 167, at 56.

171. ICRC 2016 Commentary, supra note 152, ¶ 547.

172. Id.


174. Prosecutor v. Ntaganda, Case No. ICC-01/04-02/06, Decision Pursuant to Article 61(7) (a) and (b) of the Rome Statute on the Charges of the Prosecutor Against Bosco Ntaganda,
crimes under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, which
sets forth the crimes under the Court’s jurisdiction, because “international
humanitarian law . . . does not protect persons taking part in hostilities from
crimes committed by other persons taking part in hostilities on the same side
of the armed conflict.” 175 The Court rejected Ntaganda’s challenge and held
“that international humanitarian law does not contain a general rule that
categorically excludes members of an armed group from protection against
crimes committed by members of the same armed group.” 176

The decision generated considerable controversy. 177 As a preliminary
matter, it seemed an unnecessary foray into the scope of protections required
by international humanitarian law. In the first decision on this issue, rendered
after Ntaganda had challenged the charges against him, 178 the ICC Pre-Trial
Chamber had altogether avoided the question of whether international
humanitarian law covers a state’s treatment toward its own soldiers. Instead,
the Chamber decided the challenge on the narrow ground that the alleged
victims of rape and sexual slavery were not participating in hostilities at the
time of the crime and thus were protected persons—those not directly taking
part in hostilities and persons hors de combat. 179 As protected persons, they
benefited from the protections of the law of war. 180 The Pre-Trial Chamber
accordingly did not have to address the broader question of whether the
prohibitions applied to all persons, regardless of protected-person status and
regardless of involvement in hostilities. Once the trial began, Ntaganda
continued to press this argument before the Trial Chamber and the Appeals

\[\text{¶}12–34 (June 14, 2014) [hereinafter Ntaganda PTC Decision], https://www.icc-cpi.int/Court
Records/CR2014_04750.PDF [https://perma.cc/gYAQ-Kx2P].

175. \textit{Ibid.} \textsection 76.
176. \textit{Ntaganda Appeals Decision, supra note 173,} \textsection 63.
177. \textit{See, e.g.}, Kevin Jon Heller, \textit{ICC Appeals Chamber Says a War Crime Does Not Have to Violate
IHL}, OPINIOJURIS (June 15, 2017), https://opiniojuris.org/2017/06/15/icc-appeals-chamber-
holds-a-war-crime-does-not-have-to-violate-ilh [https://perma.cc/KqU5-G7MT]; Yvonne McDermott,
\textit{ICC Extends War Crimes of Rape and Sexual Slavery to Victims from Same Armed Forces as Perpetrator},
INTLAWGRRLS (Jan. 5, 2017), https://ilg2.org/2017/01/05/icc-extends-war-crimes-of-rape-and-
sexual-slavery-to-victims-from-same-armed-forces-as-perpetrator [https://perma.cc/PQ2N-KQNL]. \emph{Cf.}
position in \textit{Ntaganda}, which “represents an aspirational statement of \textit{lex ferenda}”). Some supported
the interpretations of the Appeals Chamber and the Trial Chamber. \textit{See, e.g.}, CARSTEN STAHN, \textit{A
CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW} 82–83 (2016) (describing the Appeals
Chamber approach as “in line with the understanding of Common Article 3 as a ‘minimum
yardstick’ in all armed conflicts” (quoting Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against
Nicaragua (Nicar. v. U.S.), Judgment, 1986 I.C.J. 14, \textsection 218 (June 27))).
178. \textit{See Prosecutor v. Ntaganda, Case No. ICC-01/04-02/06, Transcript, at 27 (Feb. 13,
180. \textit{Ibid.}
Chamber. But instead of sticking to that narrow holding that the victims merited protection because they were not direct participants in hostilities at the time of the crime, the Trial Chamber held that the prohibitions against rape and slavery under international humanitarian law are not limited to protected persons and instead apply with respect to all persons on the same side of the conflict as the perpetrator. The Trial Chamber ultimately held “that members of the same armed force are not per se excluded as potential victims of the war crimes of rape and sexual slavery.” Ntaganda appealed, and the Appeals Chamber affirmed this conclusion. Conceding that it “appreciate[d] the seemingly unprecedented nature of this conclusion,” the Appeals Chamber held “that international humanitarian law does not contain a general rule that categorically excludes members of an armed group from protection against crimes committed by members of the same armed group,” and that the war crimes prohibitions in the Rome Statute apply to combatants on the same side of hostilities.

To be sure, the Trial and Appeals Chambers’ decisions are odd readings of the law, and they are difficult to defend on the merits. Nevertheless, the holding does not constitute solely a representation of the narrow legal question of how to interpret a provision in the Rome Statute. If we shift our focus from the question of the doctrine itself to its significance, the Ntaganda decision—which remains the law governing the ICC—can be understood as a distinct and significant plot twist in the story of what a state owes its troops. When in Henry IV Falstaff asserts that soldiers are no more than “food for powder,” intended only to “fill a pit,” Shakespeare planted the seeds of the language that would shape centuries of treating soldiers as expendable. Today, Ntaganda announces a radically different vision of soldiers, and a radically different world of law, in which relationships among members of military groups can be regulated, and in which states should be expected to fulfill duties to their own
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188. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, HENRY IV act 4, sc. 2; see also CHARLES EDELMAN, SHAKESPEARE’S MILITARY LANGUAGE: A DICTIONARY 132–33 (2000) (discussing evolution of “food for powder” to “cannon fodder”).
service members, regardless of whether they fit within the category of protected person. A world of which Falstaff never would have dreamed.

B. SOLDIERS AS INDIVIDUALS

These isolated examples from the law of war of course do not speak directly to the question of how to conceive of the harm of an order to commit a crime, but they do offer some understanding of the expectations behind what a state owes its service members. As Sivakumaran explains, the very existence of individual provisions in the law of war spelling out that states must protect their own makes clear “that states were not assumed to look after their own forces,” and that the law needed to regulate more than treatment of the enemy.

To be sure, some legal provisions simply codify states’ existing practices, so the adoption of a law requiring some behavior does not establish that the behavior is not already taking place. But the long history of war demonstrates

189. SHANE DARCY, TO SERVE THE ENEMY: INFORMERS, COLLABORATORS, AND THE LAWS OF ARMED CONFLICT 153 (2019) (“The Ntaganda findings represent a conscious effort to abandon the prevailing position concerning the extent to which international humanitarian law is concerned with how members of armed forces of a party to an armed conflict treat other members of the same forces.”).

In the quite different context of “fighting terror,” Asa Kasher and Amos Yadlin have urged that states owe a duty to their own combatants. Asa Kasher & Amos Yadlin, Assassination and Preventive Killing, 25 SAIS REV. INT’L AFFS. 41, 45, 50 (2005). They write, “Usually, the duty to minimize casualties among combatants during combat is last on the list of priorities, or next to last, if terrorists are excluded from the category of noncombatants. We firmly reject such a conception because it is immoral. A combatant is a citizen in uniform.” Id; see also Avishai Margalit & Michael Walzer, Israel: Civilians and Combatants, N.Y. REV. BOOKS (May 14, 2009), https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2009/05/14/israel-civilians-combatants [https://perma.cc/SWD2-3ABL]; David Luban, Risk Taking and Force Protection, in READING WALZER 277, 279 (Yitzhak Benbaji & Naomi Sussman eds., 2014); Iddo Porat & Ziv Bohrer, Preferring One’s Own Civilians: May Soldiers Endanger Enemy Civilians More than They Would Endanger Their State’s Civilians?, 47 GEO. WASH. INT’L L. REV. 99, 100 (2015).

In a related vein, Cécile Fabre has written, in the context of considering the morality of mercenaries:

[S]tates have a duty of care to the private soldiers whom they hire – just as they have a duty of care to their armed forces. More specifically, they have a duty to deploy them in accordance with the jus in bello requirements of proportionality (whereby the harms done by a particular tactical decision must not exceed the good it brings about) and necessity (whereby states should risk soldiers’–and civilians’–lives if and only if it would serve their (just) ends.) States which fail in that duty are morally guilty of wrongdoing . . . .

Cécile Fabre, In Defence of Mercenarism, 40 BRIT. J. POL. SCI. 559, 554 (2010).

190. SIVAKUMARAN, supra note 150, at 248.

that the humane treatment of one’s own soldiers is not a given. The grim magnitude of the suffering inflicted by the 1859 Battle of Solferino famously gave rise to the creation of the ICRC by Henry Dunant, who was “seized by horror and pity” for the wounded soldiers who had been left on the battlefield to die by the very governments that they were defending.\textsuperscript{194} It was clear then that states cannot be trusted to protect their own.

The rationale for these laws that require a state to protect soldiers regardless of nationality is thus to protect soldiers from abuse by their own state.\textsuperscript{193} This policy rationale, in turn, reveals a normative commitment: the idea that soldiers are not mere extensions of the state, and not mere resources with which the state can do what it pleases. Instead—at least in the matter of their life or death—they are individuals.

Although this normative commitment to seeing soldiers as more than resources was evident in these early protections extended to the wounded and the shipwrecked, the law at the time more often saw the individual soldier as an extension of the state—as a weapon of war, no different from a tank or a plane or a bomb. In the \textit{High Command} case, the U.S. military tribunal at Nuremberg reflected that the “misdeed” of those who planned aggressive war across Europe was “all the greater in as much as they use[d] the great mass of the soldiers and officers to carry out an international crime.”\textsuperscript{194} The statement is notable in part because it betrays an understanding that the perpetrators of crimes against peace committed a wrong of heightened blameworthiness because they used others to perpetrate it—a broader point to which I will return.\textsuperscript{195} But also striking is the Tribunal’s assumption that this act of instrumentalization is unassailable, that it cannot be viewed as a wrong in and of itself. The decision proceeds: “[T]he individual soldier or officer below the policy level is but the policy makers’ instrument, finding himself, as he does, under the rigid discipline which is necessary for and peculiar to military organization.”\textsuperscript{196} To describe a subordinate as “but the policy makers’ instrument” at this time is stunning. This statement was offered in the context of a legal decision by a military tribunal that was convened because of a revolutionary assessment that the appropriate way to respond to the war was not to hold Germany legally responsible, but to hold individual Germans legally responsible. And it was made in the context of an approach to individual
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\item 194. High Command Judgment, supra note 58, at 489.
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\item 196. High Command Judgment, supra note 58, at 489.
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responsibility that insisted on soldiers’ autonomy, stripping away the superior orders defense because every person was understood to have the opportunity for moral choice even in the face of orders.197 And still, even at this time, the Tribunal insisted that the individual soldier is merely an instrument.

Today’s world of law and war, however, looks quite different from that of 1945. The normative commitment to recognizing soldiers as individuals, rather than as mere instruments of the state, is underscored by the wave of scholarship in recent years focusing on the rising “individualization” of international humanitarian law.198 This term represents an array of meanings. For some, it means the disaggregation of armed groups into the individuals who constitute them, a transformation that brings war-making into closer alignment with policing.199 Others see the individualization of international humanitarian law as a shift from a body of law primarily (though not exclusively) rooted in reciprocity to one that binds states and individuals regardless of reciprocity, and regardless of the application of any treaty, for these laws have attained the status of customary international law or jus cogens, applicable to all and not only to those states that have consented to the exchange of mutual benefits and burdens represented in a treaty.200

The individualization of international humanitarian law has also meant greater attention to individual human rights in the realm of war. In the words of Evan Criddle and Evan Fox-Decent, “The utilitarian spirit of early [international humanitarian law] instruments—which sought to decrease the aggregate amount of human suffering caused by war—has been supplanted gradually by an ‘individual-rights perspective.’”201 What does an “individual-rights perspective” in the law of war entail? Perhaps the most cited passage on

197. See London Charter, supra note 35, art. 8; United States v. Ohlendorf (Einsatzgruppen Case), Judgment, in 4 TRIALS OF WAR CRIMINALS BEFORE THE NUERNBERG MILITARY TRIBUNALS UNDER CONTROL COUNCIL LAW NO. 10, at 411, 470 (1949), https://tile.loc.gov/storage-services/service/I/lmlnp/2011525364_NT_war-criminals_Vol-IV/2011525364_NT_war-criminals_Vol-IV.pdf [https://perma.cc/F4PN-V8GH] (“The obedience of a soldier is not the obedience of an automaton. A soldier is a reasoning agent. He does not respond, and is not expected to respond, like a piece of machinery.”). That said, the lower-level “instruments” described in High Command were not considered viable targets for prosecution under crimes against peace, the crime that this section of the Judgment is addressing. High Command Judgment, supra note 58, at 489.


199. See Blum, supra note 159, at 48 (“[W]ar-time regulation has evolved from a predominantly state-oriented set of obligations—which viewed war as an intercollective effort—to a more individual-focused regime . . . .”).

200. See EVAN J. CRIDDLE & EVAN FOX-DECENT, FIDUCIARIES OF HUMANITY: HOW INTERNATIONAL LAW CONSTITUTES AUTHORITY 175–77 (2016) (explaining that international humanitarian law has shifted from a consent-based, reciprocity system to one that “accommodate[s] the fiduciary obligations associated with the possession of sovereignty”).

201. Id. at 177 (citations omitted).
this question comes from the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, in its judgment in *Furundžija*. The defendant was a local commander of the Jokers, a unit that terrorized Muslims in central Bosnia during the disintegration of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s. In determining whether forced oral penetration could constitute rape under the law, the Trial Chamber offered the following reflection on the nature of international humanitarian law and war crimes:

The essence of the whole corpus of international humanitarian law as well as human rights law lies in the protection of the human dignity of every person . . . . The general principle of respect for human dignity is . . . the very *raison d’être* of international humanitarian law and human rights law; indeed in modern times it has become of such paramount importance as to permeate the whole body of international law.

To be sure, this language has raised eyebrows of some who question whether “human dignity” really is the “essence” of a body of law rooted in setting up reciprocal arrangements for warmaking. But the ICTY is not alone in drawing attention to the centrality of protecting human dignity in international humanitarian law. The ICRC Commentary of 2016, for example, states that the wide scope of protection under common Article 3 “is supported by the fundamental character of common Article 3[,] which has been recognized as a ‘minimum yardstick’ in all armed conflicts and as a reflection of ‘elementary considerations of humanity.’” And in describing the “consistently increasing focus on the protection of individuals” in the law of war, Eliav Lieblich notes an accompanying “wider perception of the concept of harm” and draws attention in particular to the “[t]he concept of the person
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206. ICRC 2016 Commentary, *supra* note 152, ¶ 547 (quoting Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicar. v. U.S.), Judgment, 1986 I.C.J., at ¶¶ 218–19 (June 27)). Although the idea of humanity or humaneness within the law of war is relatively uncontroversial, what that means is another question. Yoram Dinstein, for example, argues that “[t]here is no overarching, binding, norm of humanity that tells us what we must do (or not do) in wartime. What we actually encounter are humanitarian considerations . . . . [T]he considerations do not by themselves amount to law . . . .” Yoram Dinstein, *The Principle of Proportionality, in Searching for a ‘Principle of Humanity’ in International Humanitarian Law* 72, 75 (Kjetil Mujezinovic Larsen, Camilla G. Guldaal Cooper & Gro Nystuen eds., 2013). Larry May, by contrast, argues that “[t]here certainly is legal precedent for seeing a principle of humanity as a strong principle in international law.” *May, supra* note 159, at 85.
as a distinct value.” 207 Though limiting the analysis to protected persons, Lieblich recalls the original ICRC Commentary on the Fourth Geneva Convention on Civilians, which urged that “the concept of the person” should be interpreted “in its widest sense” as protective of “the rights and qualities which are inseparable from the human being by the very fact of his existence and his mental and physical powers.”208 The individualization of the law of war thus safeguards protected persons’ “right to physical, moral and intellectual integrity”—which constitutes, in the words of the Commentary, “an essential attribute of the human person.”210

Individualization in international humanitarian law is not only about protection of non-combatants, however. It is also about soldiers. In particular, the increasing individualization of the law of war is apparent also in the now routine treatment of soldiers as perpetrators of crimes. Instead of identifying the relevant actor as the state or the armed group, the body of international criminal law zeroes in on the particular person who has committed the crime; it looks at their conduct, their mental state, their motivations, their defenses.211

In so doing, it identifies individual soldiers as persons in their own right, separate from the state.

C. HUMAN RIGHTS IN WARTIME

Treating soldiers as individuals leads, of course, to questions about whether soldiers have human rights. This question is in some ways an outrageous one; soldiers are human, and humans have rights by virtue of being human, so soldiers have human rights. But in the theory and practice of the law, this question is far more difficult, because of the thorny relationship between human rights law and the law of war.212 In some renderings, this is a jurisdictional battle, a question of whether international humanitarian law displaces international human rights law altogether in some particular time and space, or whether both bodies of law apply during a time and place of
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armed conflict and the key question is what particular obligations each body of law sets forth and when. But this is not only a black-letter question of applicable bodies of law. It is also a matter of narrative, of continuing to expand the distance between where we are in the present and where we were when all bets were off in war, of shoring up the idea that every individual has rights even in the direst situations. The crucial point here is thus not where the weight of authority is on the jurisdictional debate at this time, but rather that the debate has existed, and that in the course of this debate the narratives around the relevance of human rights in situations of armed conflict have been rewritten. That is, the frameworks for evaluating the legality, and morality, of conduct in war are shifting. Accordingly, the relevant questions no longer are simply those of military necessity or proportionality of attack; they are no longer just questions about the status that makes a person a permissible target or not. Instead, they are questions about the treatment of the individual as an individual.

The 2013 case Smith v. Ministry of Defence, before the United Kingdom Supreme Court, demonstrates the impact of human rights law’s application in war. The United Kingdom deployed lightly armored Snatch Land Rovers in Iraq and Afghanistan, even though the Defence Ministry had known for
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years that the vehicles were insufficiently protective to be used in combat.\textsuperscript{216} (Indeed, the moniker derived from their originally intended use, in Northern Ireland during the Troubles, to snatch suspects off the streets.\textsuperscript{217}) Private Phillip Hewett was killed in 2005 by a roadside bomb in Iraq while he was in this vehicle;\textsuperscript{218} he was the ninth of thirty-seven service members killed in a Snatch Land Rover, which came to be known as a “mobile coffin.”\textsuperscript{219} Hewett’s mother, Susan Smith, and other families sued the Ministry of Defence.\textsuperscript{220} The courts initially held that the suit could not proceed, because the British human rights obligations under the domestic Human Rights Act and the European Convention on Human Rights did not apply to the war in Iraq.\textsuperscript{221} The Supreme Court then reversed the decision, reasoning that human rights law regulated the government’s treatment of soldiers that ultimately resulted in death.\textsuperscript{222}

The majority emphasized that the state does not violate its obligation to respect and ensure the rights in the European Convention simply because it requires that members of the armed forces risk their lives.\textsuperscript{223} Nor can a state be expected to limit that risk in all circumstances; “[s]ituations may develop where it is simply not possible to provide troops in time with all they need to conduct operations with the minimum of casualties. Things tend to look and feel very different on the battlefield,” the Court wrote, “from the way they look on such charts and images as those behind the lines may have available to them.”\textsuperscript{224} And the allocation of resources that is the core of procurement is, above all, a political question, not one best suited for resolution by courts.\textsuperscript{225} Still, the Court held, human rights obligations could not be displaced just because the matter concerned deaths of service members in war.\textsuperscript{226} Human rights would not end simply because armed force had begun.\textsuperscript{227}

Ultimately, cases like \textit{Smith} highlight that the application of human rights in wartime extends beyond the rules that bind individuals not to commit war crimes or that protect civilians from harm; it also embraces the notion that
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soldiers’ human rights must be protected, even against abuses by their own state.\textsuperscript{228} Thus, if one takes seriously the statement of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that “[d]isrespect for human dignity cannot serve as the basis for any State action,”\textsuperscript{229} one cannot simply dismiss a rights violation as an inevitable consequence of war that is off-limits to international law, and one cannot simply dismiss a service member as outside the bounds of the body of law that sees in every person rights that demand protection. One cannot look at soldiers as mere cannon fodder.

IV. ORDERING AS ABUSE BY AUTHORITY

Part III laid a theoretical and doctrinal foundation for recognizing the soldier as an individual, separate from the state they serve, worthy of attention not only as a perpetrator of wrongs but also as a victim of wrongs. In light of that foundation, this Part argues for recognizing a superior’s act of ordering a crime as a violation perpetrated against the subordinate. While current law is undoubtedly justified in treating the act of ordering as a crime by virtue of it risking or causing the ordered crime to take place, this narrow characterization of ordering neglects the additional wrong that is done with respect to the individual who is subject to the order.

Consider, for example, the experience of Camilo Mejía, who was sent to Iraq in 2003 as a Staff Sergeant in the Florida National Guard. At Al-Asad airbase, Mejía witnessed Iraqi prisoners who were “deprived . . . of sleep for forty-eight hours,” who “endured mock executions,” whose “genitalia [was] ‘inspected’ for no reason.”\textsuperscript{230} Then the day came when Mejía’s commanding officer ordered him to take charge, with his battalion, of the abuse. Mejía did not want to do it, but he “was afraid of speaking up . . . and appearing soft and weak as a squad leader.”\textsuperscript{231} He feared the possibility of a court martial for insubordination.\textsuperscript{232} And so he pulled rank, and he watched, instead of participating, while his subordinates abused the prisoners.\textsuperscript{233} They continued the sleep deprivation, smashing sledgehammers against the walls so hard that it sounded like a bomb was exploding.\textsuperscript{234} He said later that he was thankful his men did not have pistols, so at least they avoided the mock executions.\textsuperscript{235} Mejía
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soon lost trust in his superiors, betrayed by both the abuses he witnessed and his conviction that the war itself was wrong. He lost confidence in himself, burdened by the cowardice he had shown. He started to pray. He managed to secure a two-week furlough back in the United States. But at the end of the two weeks, he did not get on the plane back to Iraq. After turning himself in a few months later, he was convicted of desertion in a court martial.

During the court-martial proceedings, Mejía tried to claim that his desertion was lawful because he had been ordered to violate the law. The judge, however, refused to allow any allegations regarding prisoner abuse to be brought before the court martial, and the orders given by Mejía’s superior were never addressed or condemned. But even if they had been part of the trial, the law would have rendered invisible Mejía’s experience of betrayal by his commanding officer. It would have passed over his confusion and anguish that the leaders who were supposed to stand in a relationship of trust with him, and who were supposed to respect right and wrong, were instead turning him into a torturer, treating him as an instrument of their wrongful desires.

This Part makes the case that when a superior orders the subordinate to violate the law—as Mejía’s commanding officer did to him, and as Mejía himself did to his subordinates—the superior is committing a wrong against the subordinate. This Part begins by foregrounding the experiences of service members, as told through memoirs and journalism and the research of psychologists, psychiatrists, and philosophers. These accounts convey, concretely rather than merely theoretically, that individuals who have been ordered by superiors to commit crimes experience a sense of betrayal—known as “moral injury”—by those who hold authority over them. This Part then proposes that this betrayal is properly understood as a legal wrong, for the superior owes a duty to a subordinate that is breached when the superior gives an illegal order. This duty derives from the law’s protection of the superior-subordinate relationship, and recognizing its distortion as an independent wrong aligns with the normative orientation of the law of mass atrocity toward restraining abuses of power and abuses of authority.
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The point here is a subtle but crucial one. The law typically either ignores the superior’s illegal order, or conceives of it narrowly as a misuse of power to accomplish the ordered crime. Ordering a subordinate to commit a crime, however, is not merely a misuse of a high-ranking position; it is a misuse of the subordinates themselves, perpetrated through exploitation of a relationship of authority that is constituted and valued by law—and, indeed, beyond the law, too, in the broader culture that venerates the worldwide military system of order and discipline. Because this relationship of authority—a duty of protection, really—is prized under the law, the abuse of that relationship, too, should be recognized, with the subordinate as its victim.

A. THE SUBORDINATE’S EXPERIENCE OF BETRAYAL

Examining the experiences of individuals ordered to commit crimes suggests that the wrongfulness of the illegal order inheres not only in the degradation of the relationship between superior and subordinate, but also in the injury—and, indeed, destruction—that it can create. Studies of combat exposure have long established the suffering of those who have fought in wars, from the days of “shell shock” and “combat fatigue” during the World Wars, to depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) today. In the midst of the Vietnam War, American clinicians first began to discuss the impact of committing crimes on patients who had been in combat. Writing in 1973 about her experience of treating patients who reported participating in atrocities in Vietnam, Sarah Haley urged therapists “to distinguish the patient who reports atrocities from the patient suffering classical traumatic war neurosis” and proposed ways for therapists to “best approach[] and engage[]” these patients.

In the 1980s, PTSD became the dominant frame for analyzing the experience of Vietnam veterans, and research increasingly turned toward examining those who participated in atrocities, rather than solely those who witnessed them. A team from the Veterans Administration’s National Center for PTSD, for example, found in a study of approximately thirteen hundred Vietnam veterans that guilt may explain the connection between participation
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in wartime atrocities and PTSD or major depressive disorder. A group of researchers studying hundreds of Vietnam War veterans in the Durham area found that "involvement in wartime atrocities may convey greater psychological and behavioral risks above and beyond combat exposure."

In the 1990s, meanwhile, Jonathan Shay began to develop a theory about the experience of veterans that was not captured by PTSD. Shay, a clinical psychiatrist working with American combat veterans, found a unique form of suffering in what he came to call "moral injury"—the psychological consequence of "[a] betrayal of what's right . . . by someone who holds legitimate authority . . . in a high stakes situation." Whereas PTSD research was focusing on fear-based responses to life-threatening events, Shay brought attention to injury resulting from "leadership malpractice" by soldiers' superiors. The idea of moral injury sought to capture the pain and disaffection endured by service members and veterans whose experiences created feelings of abandonment by leaders and misalignment between what they had done and the good or honorable people they thought they were. Shay conceived of moral injury not as a hyperactive fear response; the injury was, instead, the degradation of character. Thus, not only were the roots of this suffering distinct from those understood to be the sources of PTSD; the consequences, too, differed. Whereas the standard definition of PTSD listed flashbacks and nightmares and the “fight-or-flight” response as symptoms, the “wreckage” from moral injury is a “loss” of “social trust”—a demise of “the expectation that power will be used in accordance with what’s right.”

In initially building the concept of moral injury, Shay’s work was qualitative and humanistic, weaving together the first-hand accounts of the veterans with whom he worked with the depiction of war and betrayal experienced by service members and veterans whose experiences created feelings of abandonment by leaders and misalignment between what they had done and the good or honorable people they thought they were.
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Achilles and Odysseus in Homer’s epic poems.259 In doing so, Shay aimed to develop an analysis of the consequences of betrayal by leaders that transcended time and place and yet had no name. In the years since Shay began this work, researchers have expanded the concept of moral injury to include not only responses to betrayal by leaders, as Shay defined it, but also responses to betrayals of one’s own “assumptions and beliefs about right and wrong and personal goodness.”260 The two types of moral injury—self-inflicted and leader-inflicted261—can overlap, such as in a situation in which a superior orders a subordinate to torture another person, and the subordinate complies with the order, despite their beliefs that torture is wrong and that it is something they would never do.262 In both, the person suffering moral injury experiences a deterioration of character,263 and “may begin to view him or herself as immoral, irredeemable, and un-reparable or believe that he or she lives in an immoral world.”264

Narrative accounts of veterans fill out these studies of moral injury. I draw here on a sampling of memoirs and journalism to offer a portrait of service members’ experiences of betrayal and its consequences. The goal is not to argue that these experiences are universal or even common, and I emphasize that those service members who have written about their experiences are a self-selecting group.265 Rather, the aim is to offer a glimpse of what happens to some soldiers whose superiors ordered them to commit a crime.

Perhaps the most infamous atrocity in the Vietnam War was the massacre at My Lai, when American troops killed some three to five hundred unarmed
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persons and raped twenty women and girls. Varnado Simpson was one of the soldiers in Second Platoon, Charlie Company, under the command of Captain Ernest Medina. Simpson admitted to killing more than twenty people, including children, at My Lai. He said he was ordered to kill. After he returned home, he thought he would see the people he had killed if he left his home, so he tried to lock himself inside whenever he could. He told two documentary filmmakers that he thought a part of him was “evil,” and that he was “a walking time bomb.” Simpson died by suicide in 1997.

More recently, veterans of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have described their experiences of participating in torture and other atrocities, and their efforts to reconcile what they did—what they were told to do—with their moral and ethical frameworks for operating in the world. Eric Fair offered one such account. Reflecting on his time as an interrogator at Abu Ghraib, Fair writes, “I failed to disobey a meritless order, I failed to protect a prisoner in my custody, and I failed to uphold the standards of human decency. Instead, I intimidated, degraded and humiliated a man who could not defend himself. I compromised my values. I will never forgive myself.”

Justine Sharrock, a journalist who has investigated the experiences of soldiers who were stationed at Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib in the early 2000s, writes that “[m]ore than guilt or shame, the soldiers [she] interviewed described a deep-seated rage at having been betrayed. They thought they were nobly defending America, only to find themselves following orders that crossed moral lines.” They distance themselves from their families, drink too much, consider and attempt suicide. They suffer, both for having hurt others and for having been complicit in atrocities.
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innocent, defenseless people, and for having been betrayed by superiors who were supposed to be protecting them. 275

To be sure, these accounts do not specifically address the causal role of orders in the moral injuries described, and experiences like PTSD or moral injury by definition need not be linked to orders from a superior. 276 Moreover, research on moral injury provides only limited understanding of the unique role of leadership betrayal in causing moral injury. For example, while Shay’s finding that the body “codes” leadership betrayal “as physical attack, mobilizes for danger and counterattack, and lastingly imprints the physiology every bit as much as if it had been a physical attack” 277 advances understanding of this condition, much work remains to be done in separating the interlaced strands of betrayal by a leader, betrayal of oneself, and participating in violence.

Still, these accounts highlight two important facts that merit emphasis when considering illegal orders as independent wrongs. First, the perpetrators of crimes—not just their victims—can suffer on account of having been ordered to commit, and committing, those crimes. In previous work, I have studied both the existence of perpetrator trauma and the roots of the deep reluctance to acknowledge its reality—the refusal to see perpetrators of crimes as victims, too; the association of suffering with innocence; the expectation that wrongdoers are barbarous monsters. 278 Add to these barriers the longstanding expectation that soldiers are mere instruments, 279 and the journalistic, narrative, and empirical accounts of these service members’ experiences of moral injury become something of a revelation. Although we may be reluctant to admit that service members who cause suffering can suffer themselves, that truth is undeniable.

Second, these experiences reveal that a leader’s betrayal plays some role in these service members’ suffering. The fact that “war is hell” is not the only catalyst driving soldiers to desert, like Camelo Mejía, or to take their own lives, like Varnado Simpson, or to see themselves as ruined, like Eric Fair. To be sure, I do not suggest here that betrayal by a superior is the sole explanation either; but, still, that betrayal means something to these individuals.

B. THE SUPERIOR’S DUTY TO THE SUBORDINATE

The fact that soldiers experience illegal orders to commit crime as a betrayal by their superiors not only is borne out by first-hand accounts, but also aligns with the military’s own existing descriptions of a leader’s duty to the subordinate. The dominant vision of the superior’s relationship to the
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subordinate in military organizations, across nations, is as a site of obligation and protection. From court-martial decisions to speeches and writings by four-star generals, “[t]he power and authority vested in an officer” vis-à-vis a subordinate are described as “a sacred trust.” General Douglas MacArthur, the Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Armed Forces in the Pacific during World War II, embraced this idea in a statement affirming the death sentence of General Tomoyuki Yamashita, who led the Japanese defense of the Philippines. A military tribunal had concluded that Yamashita was criminally responsible for the atrocities committed by his troops because of his failure to control them. Acting as the Confirming Authority, the final arbiter of the conviction and sentence, MacArthur stated that Yamashita failed an “irrevocable standard” to which he was bound because of his position of authority. In so doing, he “failed his duty to his troops,” as well as “to his country, . . . enemy, . . . mankind.”

Although the Yamashita decision is known in the field of international humanitarian law and international criminal law as the birth of the doctrine of superior responsibility, it also reveals an understanding that when a superior opens the door to their subordinates committing a crime—whether by looking the other way or by carrying them over the threshold—that superior is betraying not only the ultimate victims of the crime, but also the subordinates who perpetrate it.

What is the root of this duty? In a law review article written in the early days of the Vietnam War, military law scholar Alfred Avins articulated a broad duty of “protection” on the part of superior toward subordinate, which exists
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because a soldier hands over their autonomy to their superior.285 Because a soldier is legally required to obey, he writes, the superior is reciprocally required to protect.286 And when a superior gives an illegal order, “the superior abuses his authority and subjects the subordinate to risk of criminal penalties, which is contrary to his duty to protect the subordinate.”287

Another account of the superior’s duty to the subordinate conceives of it in moral and ethical terms. Law of war scholar Geoffrey Corn argues that “inherent in the responsibility of any military commander is the obligation to protect subordinate forces from the risks associated with combat operations, consistent with the dictates of the mission.”288 Indeed, as Corn notes, “one of the first leadership principles taught to US Army personnel is the prioritization of . . . ‘mission, men, [and] equipment’: the commander’s obligation to the subordinate is thus not absolute—it must yield to the mission—but it does exist.289 This account views the superior as holding a position of protection toward subordinates, less because of reciprocity than because of the special nature of military command as leadership in navigating “the moral hazards of military duty.”290 In particular, Corn urges that the commander has “an inherent obligation to prepare subordinates for the physical, mental and . . . moral challenges inherent in combat.”291 Abiding by the law of war fulfills that duty, for it furnishes “a moral framework that allows [soldiers] to reconcile their individual participation in the brutal endeavour that is ‘war’ with their lives as civilians, and thus helps the subordinate to “carry the mental and emotional weight of” using deadly force in combat.292

This idea that superiors’ obligation to restrain their subordinates exists to protect the subordinates themselves, and has a moral and ethical dimension, is echoed in other accounts of the relationship between superior and subordinate. In the book Platoon Leader, reflecting on his experiences as an infantry platoon leader in Vietnam, James McDonough identifies the same obligation toward his subordinates: “I had to do more than keep them alive,”
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he writes.293 “I had to preserve their human dignity.”294 This duty, in turn, required protecting them from wrongdoing: “War gives the appearance of condoning almost everything, but men must live with their actions for a long time afterward. A leader has to help them understand that there are lines they must not cross.”295 In Steven Pressfield’s Gates of Fire—a fictionalized account of the Battle of Thermopylae that is required reading at the Basic School for Marine Corp officers, the U.S. Military Academy, and the Naval Academy296—the narrator, Xeones, explains that “the role of the officer” is “to prevent those under his command, at all stages of battle—before, during and after—from becoming ‘possessed.’ To fire their valor when it flagged and rein in their fury when it threatened to take them out of hand.”297

These broad visions of the obligation of superior toward subordinate are reflected in the law of war—even if the violation of the obligation is not captured as a cognizable wrong. “Responsible command,” a relationship in which subordinates are governed by responsible commanders, is one of the requirements for members of an armed group to be recognized and given protections under international law.298 Individual states’ domestic laws, too, require armed groups to be under a system of responsible command as a prerequisite for recognition.299 Quite simply, the law not only constitutes the superior-subordinate relationship; it venerates it.
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C. ILLEGAL ORDERS AS VIOLATION OF THE SUPERIOR’S DUTY

To properly attend to relationships that are valued by the law requires formal recognition not only of their existence under the law, but also of the wrongfulness of their distortion. I draw here on the work of feminist scholars who have articulated a relational vision of criminal law that, founded on the idea that the self is constituted within the context of human relationships and by human relationships, identifies abuse within relationships and abuse of relationships as unique sites of wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{300} The law’s protection of a relationship, in this theory, demands reckoning with its exploitation and misuse as well; as Ngaire Naffine writes, “Relations may be positive and beneficial . . . but they can also be oppressive and even cruel.”\textsuperscript{301} Although the law of mass atrocity has not on its face embraced a relational posture, relational theory offers a fruitful lens for analyzing its deficiencies and its promise. This is because the normative orientation of the law of mass atrocity focuses it on addressing abuses of power and abuses of authority.\textsuperscript{302} International criminal law and the law of war recognize that the relationship of superior to subordinate is built around an expectation of trust and obligation, and it insists that this relationship should not be used to accomplish crime. Realizing the normative commitment to opposing these abuses, however, also requires recognition that when the superior uses the authority to lead the subordinate to wrongdoing through an illegal order, that is a wrong in itself because it perverts the authority relationship. In doing so, the order degrades the relationship, and it degrades the subordinate, who was supposed to be protected by the superior, and instead is treated as a mere instrument of their will.

The illegal order is thus wrongful not only because it uses a position of authority to accomplish crime; it is also a breach of the duty owed to the subordinate, a degradation of the relationship itself, and an injury to the subordinate. To punish such an order only by reference to the ultimate crime ignores these dimensions of the wrong, the dimensions that service members are wrestling with when they describe feelings of betrayal by those whom they
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\textsuperscript{301} Ngaire Naffine, The Liberal Legal Individual Accused: The Relational Case, 29 Canad. J. L. 
& Soc’y 123, 127 (2013) (reviewing NEDELSKY, supra note 300 and JOCELYN DOWNIE & JENNIFER J. LLEWELLYN, BEING RELATIONAL: REFLECTIONS ON RELATIONAL THEORY AND HEALTH LAW (2012)). Exploring relational approaches to law, Naffine writes that if we “think of human beings as inseparable from their relations,” then “the role of law is to regulate relations rather than to ward them off,” and “to ensure that they run smoothly and that they neither oppress nor harm us.” Id. at 123.

\textsuperscript{302} See supra Section II.A.4. In my prior work, I have argued that international criminal law focuses on “coercive” power—that is, formal command exercised through hierarchies, which is the subject of this Article—while neglecting “persuasive” power—the capacity for influence wielded through more informal and non-hierarchical relationships. See Mohamed, supra note 146, at 802–13.
trusted to do “what’s right.” The same is true, moreover, even if the subordinate does not undergo feelings of betrayal; the illegal order violates that obligation of trust and protection toward the subordinate whether the subordinate experiences it as injury or not.

International and domestic criminal law, meanwhile, lack a full account of what authority is and how authority can be improperly used, for these bodies of law limit the concept of abuse of a position of authority to using that position to achieve wrongdoing. In so describing the superior’s illegal order as the abuse of a position of authority, without reference to the position the superior has with respect to the subordinate, international and domestic criminal law miss the nature of authority as relational, not merely positional. Michel Foucault explains that “power is not something that can be possessed, and it is not a form of might; power is never anything more than a relationship.” If we shift our attention from the superior’s mere position as commander or Defense Secretary or President, to the authority the superior has over the subordinate—the control that is legitimized by the state and the law and the culture of honoring the chain of command as central to military organization—then we can see the additional wrong that is the central concern of this Article: the degradation of, and injury to, individuals subject to an order to commit a crime.

Skeptics might argue that this account of the wrongfulness of illegal orders falls apart when one considers that the soldier is not legally required to obey when the superior gives an illegal order (and, in fact, is legally obligated to disobey). Accordingly, a critic might argue, the soldier in those circumstances is no longer subject to the control of the superior, and they can act on their own. The better understanding, however, is not that there is no duty to protect at that moment, but rather that the superior has breached the duty to protect. Under the reciprocal interpretation of the superior-subordinate relationship, if the subordinate’s duty of obedience creates the superior’s duty
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306. MICHEL FOUCAULT, “SOCIETY MUST BE DEFENDED”: LECTURES AT THE COLLÈGE DE FRANCE, 1975–76, at 168 (Mauro Bertani & Alessandro Fontana eds., David Macey trans., 2003); see also MAX WEBER, 3 ECONOMY AND SOCIETY: AN OUTLINE OF INTERPRETIVE SOCIOLOGY 941–54 (Guenther Roth & Claus Wittich eds., Ephraim Fischoff et al. trans., 1968) (“As far as sociology is concerned, power of command does not exist unless the authority which is claimed by somebody is actually heeded to a socially relevant degree.”). Although Foucault’s discussion here refers to power, it is ultimately about the internalization of power and thus serves as a useful perspective on the relational dimensions of authority. See id.
307. See supra notes 32–40 and accompanying text.
of protection, then it is the failure of the duty of protection that leads to the elimination of the duty of the obedience. The illegal order is the wrongful breach of the duty—not a legitimate choice made by the superior to grant the subordinate the freedom to exercise their own autonomy. And even considering the superior’s obligation outside of any theory of reciprocity, the superior still is violating their obligations of responsibility toward the subordinate when they order the subordinate to commit a crime. The autonomy of the subordinate does not vitiate the duty that the superior owes the subordinate.

The autonomy of the subordinate, moreover, is a red herring, one that incongruously—given that superiors have legally founded obligations to their subordinates—relies on the individualistic, atomistic foundations of Anglo-American criminal law and of international criminal law, which treat individuals as free agents who are unhindered by others and unaccountable to others as long as they stay out of their way. This foundation is evident not only in particular doctrines—consider, for example, the “every man for himself,” “not my brother’s keeper” limits on omissions liability—but also in the broader assumption that a person has the moral freedom to choose what conduct they will undertake, which in turn is relied upon to justify punishment when they use that freedom to violate the law. The name of the game is individual culpability, based on voluntary, individual wrongdoing. And because the subordinate has the freedom to follow the order or to disregard it, the argument goes, the law has already adequately protected the subordinate, and no wrongdoing needs to be recognized on the part of the superior toward the subordinate.

This interpretation, however, accepts a bounded, atomistic vision of authority merely as a status, as an accumulation of power. And of course, using that status or accumulation of power to achieve criminal ends constitutes a unique wrong. There is broad acceptance that the power of the state should be used to protect individuals, not to hurt them. But that rendering of illegal orders is inadequate and incomplete, because it says nothing about the
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superior’s relationship to the people who are subject to the superior’s authority. And that relationship, again, is a crucial dimension of the power of the superior.

The autonomy of the subordinate thus does not diminish the law’s normative interest in recognizing an abuse of the relationship between superior and subordinate. The question is not whether the subordinate is free to act on their own, but rather whether the superior wrongs the subordinate by taking advantage of their own relationship of authority over that person. The same is true, moreover, even if the subordinate embraces the unlawful action. Individuals subject to orders to commit crime often recount that they followed the order enthusiastically. But the order in such cases remains an abuse of the relationship of authority over the subordinate, for it degrades the relationship, fails the obligation to protect the subordinate, and mistreats the subordinate in so doing. Indeed, the superior’s moral injury to the subordinate may be even greater if and when the latter degrades themselves by following the order.

V. A NEW APPROACH TO THE SUPERIOR’S ILLEGAL ORDERS

A. INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC CRIMINAL LAW

What would it mean to incorporate the perspective that this Article urges? First, recall that ordering a crime is already the basis for criminal responsibility, whether through accomplice liability or indirect perpetration (or also, in the American military justice systems, for example, as substantive violations of the prohibitions on conduct unbecoming or conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline). The approach this Article adopts, however, would change the narrative around those crimes. Today, the law is not merely neglecting to tell the story of abuse that is conveyed in this Article; instead, that omission is telling a different story, one in which the superior’s abuse of the subordinate does not exist or does not matter. Recognizing illegal orders not only as wrongs with respect to the ultimate victims of the crime, but also as wrongs with respect to those subject to the orders, can change that account.

For example, when the ICC or a national court applying international criminal law—or even a non-criminal institution like a truth commission—is deciding a case involving ordering, both court and prosecution should identify the subordinate as one of the parties injured by the orders of the accused and should acknowledge the abuse of the relationship with the subordinate as relevant at sentencing. Most important is to appreciate that the superior had a duty not only to not use their particular position to accomplish a crime, but also to not distort the superior-subordinate relationship—this “sacred trust”—by turning or attempting to turn the subordinate into an instrument of criminal wrongdoing rather than treating them as a subject worthy of protection.
Consider, for example, the testimony of Johan Martin van Zyl before the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Van Zyl was the head of the security police unit that killed four prominent anti-apartheid activists, known as the Cradock Four. George Bizos, the lawyer for the families of these victims, pressed Van Zyl on his role as the commander, asking him, “What is it that makes an Officer such as yourself, able to command a Unit that inflicts 63 stab wounds, but you yourself want to have hands supposedly free of blood?” Van Zyl responded that he had intended to perform the killing himself but “in the end . . . could not do that.” Van Zyl did not explain what he meant in that response—whether he could not bring himself to do it, or whether he simply was not available at the time. Bizos then asked whether Van Zyl thought it was “better” that his junior officers, who were Black, had had to carry out the killing rather than himself. Van Zyl insisted that he did not think it better, only that “[t]hat is the way it happened.” The colloquy then proceeded to the next topic, never acknowledging explicitly the perversity of Van Zyl having ordered his subordinates to brutally kill these individuals, never acknowledging the brutality Van Zyl showed not only to those four activists but also to his subordinates.

This example is not meant to suggest that those subordinates were not guilty of a crime when they killed the Cradock Four, nor to contend more broadly that a subordinate carrying out an illegal order cannot be guilty of a crime alongside their abusive superior. Indeed, if that subordinate complies with the order, then that person may be convicted, too, given the legal obligation to disobey that order and the limited circumstances under which the order can provide a defense. But to call the subordinate injured by the superior’s order—even to name the subordinate a victim of that superior—is not to exculpate.
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The categories of victim and perpetrator are not mutually exclusive, and they are not absolute—even though these labels are too often drawn in black and white. Victims are expected to be “perfect”—innocent, blameless, meek; and framing the experiences of soldiers as stories of victimization requires confronting the particular difficulty that, as Claire Garbett writes, members of the armed forces are “often viewed as ‘merely thugs or perpetrators of violence’ rather than victims of its unlawful conduct.” Clearly, the proposal here is not easy. But rendering the illegal order an abuse of the subordinate not only achieves the recognition of the full dynamics of what it means to give an illegal order, but also helps complicate the prevailing narratives around perpetrators and victims. Indeed, this proposal can unsettle those categories and remind us that they are flawed tools for understanding the nature of wrongdoing and the experience of those who perpetrate it and are impacted by it.

National jurisdictions, too, can play an important role in transforming the legal treatment of illegal orders—and the broader cultural understanding of superiors who give illegal orders. In the United States, treating ordering as a wrong perpetrated against the subordinate should impel greater commitment to prosecutions of those who order subordinates to commit crimes, rather than resting on the “bad apples” theory of selective prosecution to punish only lower-level individuals. Moreover, recognizing the full harm that an illegal order constitutes, as this Article counsels, should inspire a commitment to prosecuting ordering crimes under Article 93 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. The provision punishes “cruelty toward, or oppression or maltreatment of, any person subject to [the] orders” of the perpetrator. The provision succeeds the former Article 96 of the Articles of War, the so-called General Article that punished a range of misconduct. Article 93 was based on a provision from the Articles for the Government of the Navy. While that language “was designed principally to punish ship captains, who, away from the restraint of any superior power or authority, were occasionally wont to inflict on their subordinates every manner of unauthorized or cruel punishment or treatment, extending even to death,” Article 93 was meant
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to capture the broader range of conduct that had been punishable under the General Article.\textsuperscript{325} The paradigm case involved a superior causing physical injury to a subordinate,\textsuperscript{326} and today it is often used to prosecute a superior’s sexual harassment or sexual assault of a subordinate.\textsuperscript{327} Still, the Manuals for Courts Martial have noted consistently that the provision is not limited to physical harm: “[t]he cruelty, oppression, or maltreatment must be real, although not necessarily physical.”\textsuperscript{328}

Both at the national and international level, the message sent through the law must transform, shifting from treating the person subject to the order as significant solely with respect to whether they carry out the illegal order or not, to treating them as significant with respect to the injury of having been subject to that order. The law could announce that the superior has exploited the subordinate, that they have subjected the subordinate to an abuse that may well (but need not necessarily) result in real injuries to mental and physical health.

\textbf{B. BEYOND THE LAW}

Some might ask why, if the abuse and the injury identified in this Article are so significant, they should not be recognized as a new crime under international criminal law, one that recognizes on its own the abuse of a subordinate. The pragmatic answer is that the crimes of international law are largely static, and the body of international criminal law is a limited one, composed as it is of only four crimes—genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and aggression—and by definition focused on “the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole.”\textsuperscript{329} To the
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extent that this body of law embraces new crimes, they must be seen as equal in gravity to the existing four “core crimes.” Notwithstanding the arguments made here, it is somewhat incongruous to think of abuse of a subordinate by a superior—especially when the subordinate is already seen as a wrongdoer—as similar in nature to crimes against humanity or genocide, or even the most serious war crimes.

Crafting a new crime, moreover, would not on its own resolve the central concern of this Article, for the law is only one piece of the puzzle. The recasting this Article defends will require changing behavior beyond the law. It will require responding to an illegal order, both in legal institutions and outside of them, by naming the abuse toward the subordinate and the damage the illegal order will do to the subordinate and to the relationship that forms the heart of military organization. It will require refusing to lean on autonomy and consent as reasons to disregard the subjugation of a person. It will require listening to the voices of those who have been subjected to illegal orders, and it will require an openness to seeing them as victims of abuse by authority even if those subordinates themselves have abused their own positions by victimizing others. And it will require going beyond criminal accountability to secure real change.

C. THE CONSEQUENCES OF RECOGNIZING ILLEGAL ORDERS AS ABUSE BY AUTHORITY

Recognizing the full scope of the wrong of an illegal order may yield significant benefits. To the extent that the subordinate suffers as a result of an illegal order, their recovery may be facilitated by the law’s recognition that they have been harmed. As Jonathan Shay writes, moral injury “deteriorates the[] character” of the person who experiences it; “their ideals, ambitions, and attachments begin to change and shrink”; and the injury “sometimes destroy[s] the capacity for trust.” Even if the superior who orders the crime inflicts that injury, recognition by a higher authority that the superior has abused the subordinate is one step toward restoring that trust.

Consider the anecdote shared by Bryan Doerries, the founder of a project that stages Greek tragedies as well as more contemporary work, alongside town hall-style discussions, in order to foster community dialogue around some of the day’s most difficult and pressing questions. Doerries writes that after a reading of Sophocles’ Ajax for a group of American service members
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in Germany, he asked the audience, "Why do you think Sophocles wrote this play?"\(^{333}\) A person whom Doerries identifies as a junior enlisted soldier replied that it was "to boost morale."\(^{334}\) Doerries pressed him further. "What is morale-boosting about watching a decorated warrior descend into madness and take his own life?"\(^{335}\) he probed, neatly summarizing the plot of the play. Standing in that "sea of green uniforms," the soldier responded: "It’s the truth . . . and we’re all here watching it together."\(^{336}\) Doerries uses this conversation to demonstrate his point that Ajax is healing because “Sophocles didn’t whitewash the horrors of war.”\(^{337}\) Instead, by presenting "the unvarnished truth," he "sought to give voice to" the "secret struggles" of combat veterans and "to convey to them that they were not alone."\(^{338}\) We may find comfort in expectations of autonomy, of freedom and responsibility of subordinates to obey the law, and not their superiors, at the crucial moment; and it is easy to cast those subordinates as villains when they submit to their superiors. Offering up the “unvarnished truth" instead—that the illegal order is a kind of betrayal that destroys a person’s trust in authority and trust in rightness—may not be a cure, but it is a step toward recovery.

These consequences to individual subordinates are significant; when four times as many veterans and active-duty service members have died by suicide as in combat in the wars of the past twenty years, any contribution to emotional repair is significant.\(^{339}\) But the proposal of this Article is a political project, too. The goal is to expose our conventional ways of thinking about authority relationships, and to foster a better understanding of the abuses in those relationships. In that register, shifting the law’s account of illegal orders to consider the abuse of the subordinate may have profound consequences, because official acknowledgement through legal decision-making can incorporate a truth into “the public cognitive scene,” to use philosopher Thomas
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Nagel’s famous phrase distinguishing mere knowledge from public acknowledgement of an abuse.\textsuperscript{340} Although Nagel was referring to the importance of acknowledging particular crimes, the same holds for acknowledging the dimensions of a crime, and especially those that the law and the powerful have silenced or ignored. Public embrace of the idea that superiors are abusing their subordinates when they order them to commit crimes can put more pressure on authorities not merely to announce those dynamics in decisions on guilt and sentencing, but to question the fitness for leadership of superiors who do abuse their subordinates in this way. It also would counsel setting boundaries on appropriate ways that individuals may use relationships of authority or hierarchy, regardless of the consent or autonomy of those subject to that authority or at the bottom of the hierarchy.

VI. CONCLUSION

This Article urges a new framing of illegal orders as violations that run from commander to commanded. The current approach of the law—and of our culture—envisions a superior’s order to commit a crime as a bridge to that crime, culpable only if the crime is attempted or carried out, and wrongful only in relation to the crime that is attempted or carried out. Under this view, the experience of the person who is subject to the illegal order is erased; the law regards them only as another perpetrator, and neglects that they have been exploited and abused by a person who is violating a duty to protect them. The Article thus seeks to unsettle that terrain, to give voice to that experience, to broaden our understanding of what is being done when a person uses their authority to command crime.

This Article also seeks to spark a larger discussion about authority, in the military and beyond. From the epicenter of this Article, we can look out, beyond the reach of illegal orders, and onto the vistas that expose the many ways superiors invite and coerce and enable their subordinates to commit crimes.\textsuperscript{341} Donald Rumsfeld, of course, at times knew better than to order interrogators to torture persons who were detained; instead, he told them “to take the gloves off.”\textsuperscript{342} The Army intelligence officer who received those particular instructions questioned John Walker Lindh for days while he was “naked and tied to a stretcher.”\textsuperscript{343}
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A further concern in this emerging conversation about authority should be a superior’s responsibility not to obfuscate what conduct is permissible and what is not. Indeed, the report of Brigadier General Richard Formica on the abuses at Abu Ghraib concluded that “[t]he soldiers [who participated] believed the techniques had been approved.”344 The explanation in that case had to do with a specific set of interrogation techniques that had been authorized in a memo that was soon quietly rescinded.345 But this sequence of authorization and rescission was not a mere administrative error; it was rather the product of explicit instructions given and refusals to intervene that signaled that the usual protections of the laws of war did not apply. The New York Times spoke with one member of “[a]n Ohio-based Army Reserve unit [that] . . . was [stationed at] Bagram at the time” that two Afghans being detained there died in apparent homicides.346 The person opined that labelling the detainees “enemy combatants” not subject to the Geneva Conventions had contributed to an unhealthy attitude in the detention center. “We were pretty much told that they were nobodies . . . . I think that giving them the distinction of soldier would have changed our attitudes toward them.”347 At Guantánamo, similarly, “when new interrogators arrived they were told they had great flexibility in extracting information from detainees because the Geneva Conventions did not apply at the base.”348

To be sure, soldiers experience a lack of clarity around morality even without illegal orders. Tim O’Brien famously wrote in The Things They Carried:

For the common soldier, . . . war has the feel—the spiritual texture—of a great ghostly fog, thick and permanent. There is no clarity. Everything swirls. The old rules are no longer binding, the old truths no longer true. Right spills over into wrong. Order blends into chaos,
love into hate, ugliness into beauty, law into anarchy, civility into savagery.349

This very ambiguity, however, heightens the superior’s obligations and renders comments like “take the gloves off” even more destructive. This does not mean that these types of comments must fit into a separate definition of crime. But if this Article succeeds in its goals, then we will treat this moral muddying not simply as a failure to adequately prevent crime, but as an abuse of a relationship of authority and a violation of a duty under which the superior is supposed to be protecting, clarifying, and facilitating what is right for the subordinate.350

And so the next time that a leader toys with the idea of using their subordinates to torture or murder or to illegally amplify their own power, we should not rest easy in our expectation that those subordinates will disobey, will resist, will use their agency to do the right thing. Nor should we let longstanding perceptions of soldiers as mere instruments, mere cannon fodder, deter us from calling out the subordinates subject to orders as exploited and abused by those words. Instead, we should see them as full human subjects, and make explicit the abuse that exists in those words—abuse not only of the victims of the crimes being ordered, but abuse of the individuals who are directed to carry them out.
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